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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report describes the work accomplished for Tasks One through Five
during the contract period February 15, 1985 to March I, 1986 to provide and
demonstrate end effector tools for the MSFC Protoflight Manipulator Arm
(PFMA). The overall objective of the program is to design, fabricate, and
demonstrate PFMA end effector tools for demonstrating the functional capabil-
ity of on-orbit satellite repair/servicing by teleoperation. The specific
objectives of the five tasks were to:
o Task I: Synthesize and evaluate satellite maintenance requirements;
prioritize these requirements; develop end effector tools requirements/spec-
ifications meeting the highest priority maintenance requirements; and concep-
tually design a set of end effector tools capable of satisfying satellite
on-orbit maintenance requirements.
o Task 2: Select a tool subset based upon the total tool suit defined in
Task One; and to conceptually design the tools and storage mechanisms of this
tool concept.
o Task 3: Provide tools design and fabrication for the subset defined in
Task Two; design and fabricate each tool and its required storage system to
be compatible with a ground test program using the PFMA; design and construct
each tool to be readily adapted to flight qualified hardware; and conduct fit
interfacing hardware to assure smooth operation of allchecks on all
components.
o Task 4: Demonstrate and verify requirements for the task function
simulator based on a full range of tool subset capabilities; design the
simulator to fully satisfy all requirements and demonstrate interchangeable
tools/PFMA/ RMTB system capability; fabricate the simulator according to the
drawings and specifications developed in the previous design task; and
functionally check the simulator prior to delivery to MSFC.
o Task 5: Demonstrate the broad range of functional capabilities of the
tool subset utilizing the function simulator based on the established eval-
uation test program objectives, requirements, and procedures; and define each
functional test, descriptions, and step by step test procedures in response
to the objectives and requirements.
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A subset of teleoperator end effector tools has been designed,
fabricated, delivered, and successfully demonstrated on the MSFC protoflight
manipulator arm (PFMA). The tools delivered include a rotary power tool with
interchangeable collets and two fluid coupling mate/demate tools; one for a
Fairchild coupling and the other for a Purolator coupling. An electrical
interface connector was also provided for the rotary power tool.
A tool set, from which the subset was selected, for performing on-orbit
satellite maintenance was identified and conceptually designed. Maintenance
requirements were synthesized, evaluated, and prioritized to develop design
requirements for a set of end effector tools representative of those needed
to provide on-orbit maintenance of satellites to be flown in the 1986-2000
timeframe. A current STS mission payload model was interrogated for
identification and prioritizing maintenance categories. A priority listing
of these includes unplanned maintenance and repair, fluid transfer,
construction and assembly, and deployment and retraction of appendages.
Based on past, and planned near term on-orbit maintenance requirements,
specific tool operations and requirements were determined to support these
maintenance categories. From this information, a representative tool set was
defined and includes the following: rotary power tools with attachments,
fluid connector mate/demate tool, shearing tool, electrical connector
mate/demate tool, general purpose grappling device, power spreader,
hinge/handle installation tools, nonpowered pry bar, hold punch and rivet
tool, and special grips/jaws. Conceptual designs and specifications were
developed for the first six in this tool set and a description is provided
for the hinge handle installation tool.
The subset of tools was selected from the above set. This subset was
selected to represent tools needed for the highest priority tasks, and to
demonstrate as many functions as possible of the tools in the tool set. The
tool subset consisted of: a rotary power tool with interchangeable collets,
two fluid connect/disconnect tools, a special tool for installation of hinges
and handles, and an electrical connector connect/disconnect tool.
Preliminary designs were generated for the rotary power tool and fluid
coupling tools. Preliminary designs were also provided for the PFMA/tool
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standard electrical and mechanical interfaces; and storage mechanisms for the
rotary power tool, interchangeable collets, and fluid coupling tools. In
addition, conceptual designs were provided for a power spreader and a general
purpose grappling device.
Final designs were developed for the rotary power tool and two fluid
connect/disconnect tools. The final design of the rotary power tool was
similar to the preliminary design developed in Task 2. The designs of the
fluid connect/disconnect tools were modified to simplify operation, improve
reliability, and eliminate the need for electrical power to the tools. An
electrical interfacing fixture to supply electrical power to the rotary power
tool was designed, fabricated, and installed.
In addition to the end effector tools, a tool storage receptacle and a
task board were designed, fabricated, and delivered. The capabilities of the
delivered hardware was demonstrated utilizing the MSFC PFMA. Although the
tools performed as designed, there are areas for refinement and improvement.
The ability of the rotary tool to interface with the collets could be
improved. The PFMA control in one "g" is less precise, due to counter
weights, than would be expected in a low gravity environment. A more
forgiving tool/collet interface would reduce the time and effort needed to
pick up the collets with the power tool attached to the PFMA. Precise tool
alignment with sensors and feedback control would also reduce operator time
and effort in starting the screw fasteners, and also aid in preventing cross
threading. Additional tools identified in the tool set should be designed,
fabricated, and demonstrated to broaden the capability of on-orbit spacecraft
maintenance/servicing with teleoperated robotics. These developments should
lead to a flight demonstration of critical servicing requirements such as
on-orbit propellant transfer.
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3.1 Space Teleoperations Requirements
Current NASA mission payload model data were synthesized to develop
on-orbit servicing requirements across a broad range of payloads planned from
mid 1986 to the end of the year 2000.
3.1.1 Identification of Payload Servicing Requirements
In order to identify the payloads that would require or benefit from
on-orbit servicing, the "STS Mission Model with Space Station Philosophy"
(Revision 7, January, 1984) was chosen as the baseline reference for future
payload information (Reference I). The following generic set of identifiers
for the different types of on-orbit servicing was established and updated as
a result of an orientation meeting.
0
0
0
Fluid Transfer o Module Exchange o Inspection
Deploy/Retract Appendages o Maintain/Repair o Contingency Cases
Construction/Assembly o Stabilize Craft
With these defined categories, the payloads for the years 1986-2000 were
scrutinized for servicing requirements to establish a set of ground rules to
aid in determining the on-orbit servicing requirements for payloads which are
still in conceptual design (true of most payloads after 1995). An on-orbit
servicing payload model data base which represents NASA's planned spaceflight
activity from mid 1986 to the end of the year 2000 was constructed with this
information. There are 1245 payload flights identified in the model which
include those sponsored by U.S. government agencies, commercial enterprises,
and foreign governments and organizations. Exhibit I shows the percentage of
payloads that have requirements related to each of the servicing categories.
Note that the most frequently required services are inspection, maintain/
repair, and contingencies. Consequently, the more specific categories like
module exchange depict a lower level of involvement (around 250 payloads).
Exhibit 2 shows the year by year total of the number of payloads with service
requirements in each category on the same plot. Since payload/mission
analysis and modeling is by definition a planning task and is subject to
change, a trend line was calculated for each category and used as the basis
for Exhibit 2. The inspection and contingency lines are plotted on top of
4
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each other since they are essentially identical. The next step was to count
the number of servicing tasks rather than the payloads (since more than one
task/tool is required by each payload) to determine the implications on the
number and types of tools needed. Exhibit 3 is an area plot of the trend
data where the tasks are added to show the year by year total of the
categories. An alternate form of the same data is shown in Exhibit 4. The
percentage of total service tasks associated with each service category is
plotted. Based on this information the following conclusions were given:
inspection, contingency, and maintain/repair remained constant; module
exchange and fluid transfer tasks increased steadily, thus increasing the
potential use of tools past the year 2000; deployment/retraction servicing
tasks decreased; and payloads requiring deployment/retraction increased but
not at the rate that other requirements increased. Exhibit 5 provides a
comparison to the number of payloads to be flown each year.
Prioritization of servicing requirements is determined by the criticali-
ty of the service to the mission and the frequency of the servicing function
to payloads to be flown, as indicated in Exhibit 5. The criticality to
mission success must be evaluated more subjectively since preliminary plan-
ning of the payloads surveyed required specific requirements and design
details which were not available to adequately evaluate criticality of
on-orbit maintenance. This is true for unplanned or contingency maintenance,
while planned servicing such as fluid transfer is more defined. To prevent
severely degraded or mission loss, a planned service must be provided.
The servicing requirements were used to develop the information shown in
Exhibit 6. Contingency and inspection functions have been combined, since
maintenance functions will be preceded by inspections, so as to evaluate the
required maintenance tasks.
Scheduled maintenance/repair, module exchange, and spacecraft stabili-
zation were excluded because these planned operations have special tools
available or in the development phase. Fluid transfer operations must be
considered for robotic tool developmen( because of its hazardous nature and
planned operation frequency. End effector tools for stabilizing uncontrolled
satellites were excluded because of low requirements and a lack of specific
design information. Construct/assemble and design/retract were selected as
6
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the last two categories because the servicing requirements are not as high as
the tool needed for high priority maintenance tasks.
EXHIBIT 6. PRIORITIZATION OF FUNCTIONS AND SUPPORTING RATIONALE
rNCLUDE/
EXCLUDE JUSTIFICATION PRIORITY JUSTIFICATION
CONTINGENCY INCLUDE HIGH REQUIREMENTS I HIGH REQUIREMENTS
INSPECTION INCLUDE HIGH REQUIREMENTS CONTINGENCY INCLUDES LARGE
PORTION OF INSPECTION
REQUIREMENTS
MAINTAIN/REPAIR EXCLUDE
FLUID TRANSFER INCLUDE
STABILIZE CRAFT EXCLUDE
CONSTRUCT/ASSEMBLE
MODULE EXCHANGE EXCLUDE
DEVELOPED UNDER SPECIFIC
PROGRAMS & INCLUDED IN
PART IN CONTINGENCY
MEDIUM REQUIREMENTS 2
LOW REQUIREMENTS HIGHLY
SPECIALIZED TOOLS
REQUIRED
MEDIUM REQUIREMENTS 3
DEVELOPED UNDER SPECIFIC
PROGRAMS. INCLUDED IN
PART IN CONTINGENCY
DEPLOY/RETRACT INCLUDE LOW REQUIREMENTS 4
HIGH CRITICALITY
LOWER IN CRITICALITY AND
REQUIREMENTS. TOOLS
REQUIRED SIMILAR TO THOSE
NEEDED FOR HIGHER PRIORITY
MAINTENANCE TASKS
LOWER IN CRITICALITY AND
REQUIREMENTS. TOOLS
REQUIRED SIMILAR TO THOSE
NEEDED FOR HIGH PRIORITY
MAINTENANCE TASKS
3.1.2 PFMA Capabilities and Constraints
The following Capabilities/Constraints of the PFMA that can
effector tool design are summarized in References 2-4.
Exhibit 7 provides the deployed configuration of the PFMA and linear
dimensions. Exhibit 8 provides the maximum travel and torques of each joint.
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EXHIBIT 7. PFMA DIMENSIONS
I/_Shoulder Pitch 2 O'
Pitch
_-- Shoulder Yae
4.0' _96cm_,,_
/ (121.92cm) End _'-ffec cot
I ] r,,i,ed noo_ ..}o::s"---"i m
-I ' Y (20.96cm)
P-FHA Deployed ContlsuraCion _ Counterbalances for ground use
F_HiBiT 8. PFMA MAXIMUM TRAVEL OF EACH JOINT
o' Isl' 72"
The End Effector Closure Force is 35.4 pounds with a standard deviation of
3.27 Ibs. Maximum jaw opening is approximately 3.5 inches. The allowable
PFMA payload weight is I0 Ibs in one g.
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3.1.3 PFMA End Effector Tool Requirements
The approach for developing specific tool requirements to support the
previously defined maintenance categories is shown in Exhibit 9. Past and
near term spacecraft maintenance requirements were used to develop a list of
maintenance tasks. In parallel, tool functions were defined for the list of
tasks. The results provided a prioritized set of tasks and functions. EVA
tool requirements were surveyed as well as the potential for using modified
commercially available tools. To establish specific tools to work inter-
faces, typical spacecraft fasteners were characterized and ORU requirements
reviewed. In addition, two typical fluid connectors were selected and tests
conducted to measure connect/disconnect force requirements. The data was
synthesized and evaluated to provide a representative set of tool require-
ments for conceptual design of the end effector tool set.
EXHIBIT 9. DEFINITION OF TOOL REQUIREMENTS
PAST & NEAR '
TERM MAINTENANCE
REQUIREMENTS
o SKYLAP
o SOLARMAX
o ST
o AXAF
_ OEVE'O '*STOFF__IOEW'O   'A *ON HI IMAINTENANCE BETWEEN MAINTENANCETASKS TASKS & SERVICING
CATFGOR'/F_
1 I
TOOL FUNCTIONS
 oo.I i jTO MAINTENANCE _ REQUIREMENTSTASKS FOR PRIORITIZED
i' j FUNCTIONS
PRIORITIZE TASKS
& FUNCTIONS
J IDENTIFY EVA Ft_INTENANCE ]
REQUIRENENTS/TOOLS
& COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE
TOOLS
J EVALUATION OF SPACECRAFT "iFASTFNFRS
J SURVEY ORUREQUIREMENTS J
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Identification of Maintenance Tasks:
tasks were identified.
The following on-orbit maintenance
Ao
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
Go
Remove and Stow Inspection/Access Panels/Protective Covers
Remove/Replace Thermal Panels/Insulation
Inspect/Replace Modular Equipment/Insulation
Connect/Disconnect and Stow Fluid Connectors
Connect/Disconnect and Stow Electrical Connectors
Extension, Retraction, Jettison of Equipment Booms, Jammed
Systems and/or Mechanisms
Space Construction and Assembly of Large Structures
Payload
Developin_ the Relationships: These tasks can be related to the servicing
categories as shown in Exhibit I0.
EXHIBIT 10. MAINTENANCE TASKS RELATED TO SERVICE CATEGORIES
TASKS
SERVICE A B
I) CONTINGENCY X X
INSPECTION X X
2) FLUID TRANSFER X
3) CONSTRUCT/ASSEMBLE X
4) DEPLOY/RETRACT
C D E F G
X X X
X X
X X
X
X
Tool Functions Related to Maintenance Tasks: Before the information shown in
Exhibit 6 can be used to identify the highest priority tool requirements, a
second matrix of tool functions and on-orbit maintenance tasks must be
identified and developed as shown in Exhibit 11.
E×HIBIT II. TOOL FUNCTIONS RELATED TO SERVICE/MAINTENANCE
TOOL FUNCTION
TASKS
(A) Removal and stow inspection/ access panels/
protective covers
(B) Remove/replace thermal panels/insulation
(C) Inspect/replace modular equipment/
instrumentation
(D) Connect/disconnect and stow fluid connectors
(E) Connect/disconnect and stow electrical
connectors
(F) Extension, retraction, jettison of equipment
booms, jammed payload systems and/or
mechanisms
(G) Space construction and assembly of large
structures
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The numbers shown in the Exhibit II matrix represent the priority of the
servicing category as defined in Exhibit I0 and indicates that the first
three tool functions are of equal importance. Rotation in the majority of
the task requirements involves removal/installation and stowage of fasteners
which require unique end effector tools. Translation and alignment can be a
shared function between the end effector tool and the manipulator arm. These
considerations strongly support a powered rotary tool with interchangeable
bits to accommodate different fastener characteristics. Fluid transfer was
determined to be a priority two servicing category, and Task E, electrical
connectors, is part of contingency maintenance and possibly fluid transfer,
depending on the design of the fluid/electrical umbilicals. Based on this
rating system, Task E is more important than mating/demating of fluid
connectors. However, when the mission criticality criteria is applied, the
ability to perform on-orbit fluid transfer becomes a higher priority than the
ability to perform unplanned maintenance on electrical components not de-
signed for on-orbit service. The last two tasks, F and G, require a broad
base of tool functions, with many functions overlapping with the preceding
tasks. Task G is rated at a higher priority than F because the development
of large space structures requires build-up in orbit and is therefore mission
critical.
Based on the above evaluation and rationale, a candidate set of tool
functions can be established as shown in Exhibit 12.
EXHIBIT 12.
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Unplanned Maintenance and
Repair
CANDIDATE TOOL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
OPERATIONS TOOL
o Removal/repTace/instaTl
protective covers, in-
sulation
o Loosen captive fasteners
o Loosen/capture non-
captive fasteners
o Install restraints
(hinges for covers/
panels)
o Remove/store loose
objects
o Inspection
o Rotary power too_,
sockets and
extensions
o Grips (special
purpose or PFMA
intermeshing jaws)
o Override of damaged or
jammed payload systems
or mechanisms
o Powered spreader/
pry bar
o Jettison of solar
arrays, antenna booms
o Tube/cable/bolt
cutter
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FUNCTIONALREQUIREMENTS
Unplanned Maintenance and
Repair (Continued)
Fluid Connectors
Electrical Connectors
EXHIBIT 12. (CONTINUED)
OPERATIONS
o Loosen or remove/
capture Jammed or cross
threaded bolts
o Cut and remove cables
tubing, wiring causing
module Jamming
o Remove/install
protective covers
o Connect/disconnect
and stow connectors
o Disconnect/connect
and stow connectors
TOOL
o Impact wrench
extensions,
sockets
o Tube/cable/bolt
cutter
o Rotary tool
o Special fixture
designed for
specific connector
o Special fixture
designed for
specific con-
nectors
m
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Inspection o Remove/replace protec-
tive covers
o Translate/rotate
inspection system
*Force values are minimum; design values
should be at least 20% greater.
o Rotary tool
extensions,
sockets
o Hinge installation
o Grips
Identify EVA Maintenance Requirements and Tools, and Survey Commercially
Available Tools: The development of specific tool design specifications
requires both detailed information on the task to be performed and the
interface definition between the tool and the work piece.
Several NASA documents (MSFC, JSC, GSFC, JPL, etc.) pertaining to
spacecraft servicing (repair and maintenance) in low earth orbit were re-
viewed concerning servicing requirements, procedures, and tool sets to
perform those tasks (References 5, 6, 7). There was little information
available on end effector tools for robotic manipulators. Documents primari-
ly described manually-operated tools for astronaut EVA operations. Tools
stored in a shuttle tool crib for astronaut use on EVA operations are shown
in Exhibit 13.
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EXHIBIT 13. TOOLS USED ON EVA OPERATIONS
o Disconnect and Jam Removal Tools:
o Diagonal cutters, ! inch blades with maximum opening of 7/8 inch
o Needle nose pliers with nose bent 60° from plane of handle, with
maximum of 2 inches
o Hammer, 11 inches long, 1 I/4 inch diameter brass head, weight 3
pounds
o Probe (like heavy duty long screwdrivers), approximately 14 inches
long
o Vice grip pliers, maximum I 5/8 inches
o Bolt puller crowbar, I/2 inch diameter, ends with "V" notch
o Forceps, 2 3/4 inch wide opening
o Lever wrench, self adjusting, to grab bolts and nuts during removal
o Tube cutter, resembles plumber's tube cutter
o Winch
o Pry bar
o Assembly/Disassembly Tools for Removal of Bolts and Nuts:
o 3/8 inch drive ratchet, including extensions, with I/4 inch allen
hex
i
o 3/8 inch drive ratchet with 7/16 inch socket (NOTE: It was stated
that fastener heads on orbital replacement units (ORU's) should be
standardized to 7/16 inch hex when practical.)
o 1/2 inch box end socket ratchet wrench
o 1/2 inch open end wrench
o Adjustable end wrench (like crescent wrench) with maximum opening
of I I/8 inches
Scissors
Loop pin extractor
the above manually-operated tools, each tool has a tether loop and
All the tools appear to be mod-
0
0
On all of
increased handle size for astronaut feel.
ified standard shop tools.
Manually-Operated power tools:
o Power ratchet tools, hand held, with power cord to electronic
control box. The electronic controller controls pre-set torque a_
number of turns and has operator manual override, forward and
reverse. Tool only, weight 2 pounds, .75 ounces. Capabilities:
75 foot-pound maximum and 25 foot-pound normal mode.
Battery operated portable screwdriver, forward-reverse, variable
torque preset or manual operation. Uses standard I/4 inch hex
adapter for interchangeable tool bits. Weight described as 1.3
pounds, operates on 2.4 volts DC. No load speed = 190 RPM. Rated
up to 22 inch-pound.
Battery operated power tool, cordless, variable forward-reverse
speed. Has a socket adapter for screwdrivers or wrenches. Two
speeds, four torque settings up to 53 inch-pounds max. No load
speed = 300 to 600 RPM. Tool weight 2.6 pounds.
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Fluid Connectors: Since the specific designs for on-orbit fluid system
servicing hardware is not currently available, representative fluid connec-
tors were selected to establish design requirements for the fluid connector
mate/demate tools. These connectors are a Purolator (Part No. 7541588) and
a Fairchild fluid coupling. SRS has conducted connect/disconnect tests on
these connectors and has also weighed them. The results are shown in Exhibit
14.
EXHIBIT 14. CONNECT/DISCONNECT CONNECTOR RESULTS
FORCE TO CLOSE FORCE TO OPEN WEIGHT (LBS) WEIGHT (LBS)
CONNECTOR (LBS) (LBS) MALE HALF FEMALE HALF
Purolator 24.2 11.3 0.35 0.17
Fairchild 42 None I.I 2.38*
*Includes a mounting flange.
This data was used as design loads for the fluid connector tool designs.
Evaluation of Spacecraft Fasteners: There is a wide spectrum of materials
types and configurations, both American Standard and Metric, used for
fastener types that apply to both U.S. and European spacecraft and/or shuttle
payloads. While the smaller fastener sizes (up to I/4-inch diameter) have
greater application in scientific apparatus assemblies, electronic boxes,
control apparatus, subassembly enclosures and the like, screw sizes (or
bolts) I/4-inch diameter and larger may be expected in larger structural
systems where primary structural loads may require the high strength fastener
(200 ksi), A286 steel. Large fasteners and/or higher strength fasteners
naturally impose higher torque requirements.
Twelve point high strength (200 ksi, A286 steel) bolts will require
higher torque values. For the PFMA tool set, the power tools should accommo-
date both hex head bolts and socket head cap screws. The PFMA power wrench-
ing tool must be designed so as to grasp the fastener during either the
loosening and removal mode or during the tightening mode.
Surve X of Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) Requirements: Although the tasks
surveyed are planned on-orbit services and will be performed by an astronaut,
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design constraints and characteristics will be similar to maintenance and
repair using remote manipulation operations. The capability to provide
on-orbit repair of satellites has recently been demonstrated by the repair of
the Solar Maximum Mission (Solar Max). Consequently, future spacecrafts such
as the Space Telescope, Landsat satellites, and the Gamma Ray Observatory are
being designed using ORUs in critical components or scientific instruments to
allow on-orbit maintenance by either EVA or remote teleoperations/telepre-
sence operations. Typical ORUs for the Space Telescope are shown in Exhibit
15.
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EXHIBIT 15. TYPICAL ORU'S FOR THE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGH-GAIN
ANTENNA ORU
ORBITAL REPLACEABLE
UNITS (ORU)
• POWER DISTRIBUTION
• RECORDERS
• BATTERIES
• OTHERS
SOLAR ARRAY
ORU
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SCIENTIFIC
PACKAGE ORU
STAR TRACKER
ORU
UI PMENT
SECTION
General design guidelines for orbital replacement units (ORUs) and
planned/contingent procedures for on-orbit maintenance and repair (M&R) for
serviceable spacecrafts were reviewed. Design constraints and characteris-
tics for these systems were identified to support the PFMA tool definition
and design.
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NASA has demonstrated the feasibility of using astronaut EVA operations
to perform payload work and maintenance operations. The capability to
perform M&R operations for all spacecrafts, independent of orbital positions
and/or size, must be developed as the payload requirements for NASA increase.
Performing M&R operations via remote teleoperations/telepresence provides a
viable alternative to EVA and creates the necessity to have available end
effectors for ORUs.
Developing the appropriate end effector tools to interface with ORUs
requires a definition of the general design guidelines established for ORUs.
Currently, NASA is establishing interface guidelines to provide equipment
commonality for on-orbit satellite servicing. JSC has developed a satellite
servicing handbook intended to be used by spacecraft designers to establish
design guidelines for ORUs and to provide some specific interface require-
ments with respect to volume/size constraints, acceptable fasteners and
sizes, and allowable torques/loads for certain components [5]. This handbook
was extensively reviewed to identify design constraints and characteristics
to support end effector tool concept definition and design.
Information relating to scheduled maintenance of ORUs obtained from
space telescope documentation provides the necessary candidate guidelines for
standardizing future system designs for fasteners. Table I lists these
fasteners.
TABLE 1. GUIDELINES FROM SPACECRAFT MODULE ORU'S DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
TOOLS FOR END EFFECTOR RMS - SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
TYPICAL CANDIDATE
FASTENERS
(LISTED IN DOCUMENTS)
KEYHOLE BOLTS
J HOOK LATCHES
WING TAB CONNECTORS
APPLICATION TOOL
MODULE DOORS, GROUNDING STRAPS.
(FASTENERSARE CAPTIVE)
CAPTIVE FASTENERS-INSTALLATION
OF ORU'S INTO STRUCTURE
MATE/DEMATE-DESIGNEDFOR MMU EVA
OP'NS (COULD OP RMS). DESIGNED
FOR ST ORU'S
POWER RATCHET,
SOCKETS,
EXTENSIONS
SAME AS ABOVE
SPECIAL TOOL
REQUIRED FOR
RMS
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GRIP LATCHES
HANDRAILS/HANDHOLDS
12 POINT SOCKET HEAD
BOLTS
GRAPPLE FIXTURE
RECEPTACLE (SOCKETS)
TABLE i. (CONTINUED)
PRIMARILY IVA OP'NS
EVA-MMU-STRUCTURAL HARDPOINTS
FOR MMU OR RMS OP'NS. APPLICABLE
TO ORU'S OR SPACECRAFT.
ORU CAPTIVE FASTENERS-AN ATTEMPT
TO STANDARDIZE 7/16" SIZE, 12-
POINT BOLT HEADS. NOTE: A 7/16",
12-POINT BOLT HEAD IS NORMALLY SIZE
3/8" DIA. THE SAME 12 POINT
SOCKET HEAD WILL FIT A STANDARD
I/4" DIA. HEX HEAD BOLT. (MIN
HD HT=5/16").
A DEVICE MOUNTEDTO THE APPARATUS
STRUCTURAL HARD POINTS TO PERMIT
REMOVING, MANEUVERING, CAPTURING,
STABILIZING, REPOSITIONING LARGE
MASS.
HAND OP'NS
GRIPPERS TO
MANEUVER
MODULES
POWER RATCHET,
SOCKET, (7/16")
EXTENSIONS.
(SOCKET TYPE 12
POINT) TORQUE
SETTINGS 90-110
IN-LB SPECIFIED
(I/4")
PFMA GRAPPLE
TOOL
35-40 LB.
ORU Volume/Size Constraints:
The minimum clearance defined between staggered rows and single rows of
bare connectors should be 2.5 inches and 1.6 inches, respectively. The
minimum clearance defined between staggered and single rows of winged connec-
tors should be 1.5 inches [6].
The ORU sizes will vary depending upon the type. However, the maximum
size of any ORU, excluding scientific instruments, should be 40 x 30 x 20
inches. For permanent handholds, which may be used by an end effector tool
to transfer an ORU, the minimum clearance between the lower surface of the
handhold and the mounting surface should be 3 inches, and the minimum inside
handhold grip length should be 6 inches [6].
Equipment Attachment Fasteners:
The type of fasteners recommended for ORUs is captive; however the
keyhole slot, U-slot, hook and lock, and off-center locks are acceptable.
Equipment, as well as ORU, fastener heads should be 7/16 inch 12 point "hex"
where practical and should allow for a greatly enhanced grip area for a
ratchet wrench. Other types of fasteners can be used depending upon the
design requirements. For example, allen head fasteners should be used where
positive and critical tool alignment engagement is required; countersunk
fasteners should be used where high shear loads (>150 Ibs) will be produced
or a smooth surface is required; and quick release fasteners should be used
where very simplified engagement is required or low loads (<40 Ibs) exist.
Where thermal materials are used to cover a removable cover or plate, a
velcro hook and pile, snap buttoning, or hinged panel mounting technique
should be used.
i
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Electrical connectors should use winged tabs similar to the one shown in
Exhibit 16. The toggle switch handle length should be a minimum of 1.0 inch
and a maximum of 2.0 inches.
EXHIBIT 16. EVA STANDARD CONNECTOR
_IUS
Y "SCOOP PROOF" . _
"].g| ¢m 11.1_, }NCH FULl. RADIUS
0,$I ¢m
(I.ll INCH) A 1,1t?¢m (l),llll INCH|
Torques/Loads:
Electrical connectors having an effective grasping diameter Ishell plus
wing tabs) greater than 3.0 inches but less than 5.0 inches may be hand-
torqued but should not exceed the EVA gloved hand torque values shown in
Table 2. Although these values are for hand torques, it is assumed that the
same values are necessary for using end effector tools.
If an electrical connector does not employ wing tabs, but instead
employs knurled connector shells having a diameter greater than 1.0 inch but
less than 3.0 inches, torque values cannot exceed those values in Table 3 (if
the connector may be actuated during ground maintenance). Tools should not
exceed a breakaway force of 20-1bs or a torque of more than 15 ft-lbs.
Summary of Tool Design Requirements: The preceeding information was syn-
thesized and evaluated to determine the tool requirements which were matched
with the prioritized servicing requirements as shown in Exhibit 17. In the
following sections, these requirements will be matched with the prioritized
functional requirements to provide criteria for selection of the tool set.
E
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TABLE 2.
Restrained Crewmember Actuations
MAXIMUM WORK FORCE APPLI-
CATIONS, EVA CREWMEM!3E_
Limit Load
Gloved hand, steady-state force
application
Gloved hand, instantaneous or
breakaway force
Gloved hand torque, wing tab
connector
Gloved hand, single cycle hand
squeeze
Gloved finger, toggle switch
actuation
Booted foot, toe-button detent
(one foot restrained)
EXHIBIT 17.
25 Ib
36 lb
50 in.-Ib
30 Ib
0.63 to
6.25 Ib
4.0 to
20.0 Ib
SUMM;_RY '.,E
FABLE 3.
Connector Diameter
CONNECTORACTUATION RESISTANCF
FINGEP,_:_jMB TORQUE
1.0 n.
1.5 in.
2.0 n.
2.5 n.
3.0 n.
4.0 n.
5.0 n.
4.0 in.-Ib
5.6 in.-Ib
8.6 in.-Ib
12.4 in.-Ib
16.0 in.-Ib (finger curl)
24.8 in.-Ib (finger curl)
33.6 in.-Ib (finger curl)
TOOL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Unplanned Maintenance and
Repair
Fluid Connectors
OPERATIONS
o Removal/replace/install
protective covers, in-
sulation
o Loosen captive fasteners
o Loosen/capture non-
captive fasteners
o Install restraints
(hinges for covers/
panels)
o Remove/store loose
objects
o Inspection
Override of damaged or
jammed payload systems
or mechanisms
TOOL
o Rotary power tool, o
sockets and
extensions
o Grips (special o
purpose or PFMA
intermeshing jaws)
o Powered spreader/ o
pry bar
o Jettison of solar o Tube/cable/bolt o
arrays, antenna booms cutter
o Loosen or remove/ o Impact wrench o
capture jammed or cross extensions,
threaded bolts sockets
o Cut and remove cables o Tube/cable/bolt o
tub4ng, wiring causing cutter
module jamming
o Remove/install o Rotary tool o
protective covers
o Connect/dlsconnect o Special fixture
and stow connectors designed for
specific connector
TOOL SPEC'S
Rotary power tool:
preset torque values 40
to 100 in-lbs ± 10%.
Typical socket to fit
7/16-in 12-point hex
head; #10 Allen Cap
screw Speed of 100 RPM;
motor. Reversible and
Rev counter
Jaw squeeze of 34-40
Ibs
Tool ends similar to
flats on two heavy duty
parallel screw drivers.
20 ft-lbs
Accommodate tubing to
1 I/2" O.D.
I00 ft-lbs torque
Accommodate tubing to
1 1/2" diameter
Gripping, alignment
translation, depending
on specific connector
design. * Purolator
connector - force to
open 11.3 Ibs, force to
close 24.2 Ibs. Fair-
child connector 42 Ibs
applied continuously te
maintain closure
L
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Electrical Connectors
Inspection
Construction Assembly
Deployment and Retraction
o Disconnect/connect
and stow connectors
o Special fixture
designed for
specific con-
nectors
o Remove/replace protec- o Rotary tool
tive covers extensions,
o Translate/rotate sockets
inspection system o Hinge installation
o Gri_s
o Payload transfer o Grapple(s)
o Module connections o Power head
o Structural fastening sockets,
o Deploy deployable extensions
structures o Blind rivet gun
o Gripping, alignment
translation, and rotary
motion depending on
specific connector
design
o Similar to unplanned
maintenance/repair
o Similar to unplanned
maintenance and repair
o Special grapple(s) for
large fragile struc-
tures, padded jaws,
force sensing feedback
control
o Release and capture
payload fixture
o Lever/latch release and o Power head
lock extensions, sockets
o Reposition antennas and o Impact wrench
solar arrays
o Extend, retract, o Special tools
jettison equipment booms (seal remover,
o Inspection snap locks, etc.)
o Remove/replace protec-
tive covers, thermal
insulation seals, pumps
valves
o Install, remove, and
transfer film cassettes,
material samples,
batteries
o Remove loose objects
o Grapple or capture o Similar to unplanned
maintenance/repair
m
3.2 Definition of Representative Tool Set
Criteria for tool set selection were developed,
a representative tool set identified.
and the tools needed in
3.2.1 Criteria for Tool Set Selection
The criteria for identifying a representative set of end effector tools
capable of supporting on-orbit satellite repair and/or servicing was to
identify the tools needed to meet the maintenance requirements and group
these as they apply to the specific area of maintenance/service. The results
of this evaluation are shown in Exhibit 18. As shown, the majority of the
21
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tools needed for unplanned maintenance will support the other categories of
maintenance. In summary, these criteria have been developed through
synthesis and evaluation of satellite maintenance requirements, prioritiza-
tion of the requirements, and identification of tools needed to meet these
requirements.
EXHIBIT 18. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING TOOL SET
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FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS PRIORITY
UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE & I
REPAIR (CONTINGENCY &
INSPECTION)
FLUID TRANSFER 2
CONSTRUCT & ASSEMBLE 3
DEPLOY/RETRACT 4
TOOLS REQUIRED
o Power rotary tool(s) with extensions, socket,
screw driver bits, and impact capability for high
torgue applications
o Electrical connector mate/demate
o Hinge installation tool
o General purpose grappling device
o Shearing tool(s)
o Spreader (powered)
o Special grips/jaws
o Nonpowered pry bar
o Hole punch & rivet tools
o Fluid connector mate/demate tool
o General purpose grappling device
o Specialized grappling devices depending on
structures being assembled
o Powered fasteners (blind rivet gun)
o Tools as described for unplanned maintenance and
repair
o Power rotary tools with special sockets,
extensions
o Impact wrench
o Other tools as described for unplanned mainte-
nance and repair
3.2.2 Selection of Tool Set
The tools identified to support the highest priority requirements
(unplanned maintenance and repair) are also needed to support the require-
ments of the other categories of maintenance/service which require
specialized tools such as fluid connector mate/demate tools. The following
list of tools best represent the overall satellite/servicing requirements as
they are currently defined: Rotary Power Tool(s) with Interchangeable Bits,
Sockets, Extensions, and Impact Attachments; Electrical and Fluid Connector
Mate/Demate Tool; Shearing Tool(s) (Tubing Wire, Tape); Hinge/Handle
Installation Tools; General Purpose Grappling Device; Spreader (Power);
Nonpowered Pry Bar; Hole Punch and Rivet Tools; and Special Grips/Jaws. The
tools judged to be most useful for the highest priority tasks were selected
for conceptual design. This allows the limited resources to be used for the
development of more detailed design information for the tools selected.
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Based on this rationale, conceptual design drawings for the following tools
are provided:
I. Rotary power tools (quick release, impact, with extensions and socketsl
2. Fluid connector mate/demate
3. Electrical connector mate/demate
4. Jettison shearing tool
5. Power spreader
6. General purpose grapple tool
In addition, written descriptions of other tools are provided. A tool subset
was selected from the tool set for further detailed design in Task 2.
3.3 Interchangeable Tool Concepts
Tool concepts were developed for the representative set of tools defined
in Section 3.2. Operational and design requirements that were developed in
Section 3.1 were factored into this tool development effort, as were the
PFMA/RMTB capabilities and constraints defined in Section 3.1.3. Tool
concepts were developed for: rotary power tool with interchangeable collets,
fluid connector, electrical connector, jettison tool, powered spreader, and
general purpose grapple tool.
Tools that were also selected as part of the representative tool set,
but for which specific concepts were not developed were: hinge installation
tool, unpowered pry bar, latch open, close, and hole punch and riveter.
These tools were judged to have a lower priority than those for which con-
cepts were developed.
The tools for which concepts were developed are described in conceptual
layout drawings and brief descriptions. The layout drawings are provided as
attachments to this report, and the descriptions are provided in the follow-
ing sections. Also, descriptions of the more pertinent tools for which
concepts were not generated are provided.
3.3.1 Standard Electrical Interface
Functional Description: The PFMA and associated intermeshing end
effector are to be used in conjunction with a suit of tools for the purpose
of on-orbit satellite repair. Each of the tools in the defined tool suit
will be interfaced to the intermeshing end effector through the use of a
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standardized tool base. For the unpowered tools, this standard base is a
simple mechanical connection which can be easily grasped by the manipulator
in a single operation. The power tools, however, require an additional
electrical interface which must also be capable of remote manipulator mating.
Therefore, alignment techniques must be incorporated into the design to
compensate for manipulator positioning error.
Design: The conceptual drawing IRef. Dwg. 200} shows the proposed
method of providing a mechanical and electrical inter_ace between the
intermeshing end effector and the standard tool base. With this concept, the
mechanical and electrical interfaces are mated in two discrete operations.
The electrical interface would not be made until after the manipulator had
securely grasped the tool base, and possibly removed the tool from the tool
storage area. Separating the mating process eliminates the need for
performing two alignment operations simultaneously.
The mechanical portion of the interface is similar to that currently
being used with the PFMA. A length of square cross section tubing with a
geometry matching that of the intermeshing fingers is fixed between two
parallel plates which are spaced with approximately 1/8 inch clearance for
the intermeshing end effector to grasp the tubing.
This 1/8 inch clearance defines the translation alignment requirements
for the electrical interface along the axis of the manipulator finger clo-
sure. The rotation alignment and the translation alignment in the plane of
the manipulator finger closure are provided by the previously mated mechan-
ical interface. Thus, compliance will have to be built into the electrical
interface only in this one plane of translation.
The electrical interface is achieved through the use of a small, linear
electromechanical actuator which moves the male portion of the connector into
contact with the female. The concept drawing shows the use of the NASA
developed cup-cone electrical connection. However, this concept could be
used to advantage with other types of connectors also. It is anticipated
that a standard rectangular connector will be utilized in the detail design
stage since this type of connector is more readily available.
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3.3.2 Fluid Connector Mate/Demate Tool
Functional Description: The remote control of fluid transfer operations
is especially desirable due to the hazardous nature of the task. Many of the
specific tasks for this operation can be done with relatively generic tools
such as: a rotary tool for panel access, a general manipulator grip for
umbilical placement, or a grip for valve operation. Mating/demating the
fluid connector must be achieved with a special purpose tool designed for the
specific connector being operated. Two entirely different conceptual designs
were pursued for accomplishing fluid connector mate/demate operations. The
designs were made by both Battelle Laboratories and New Technology, Inc. The
Battelle design requires electrical power to drive the mechanical worm-screw
mechanism that accomplishes fluid connector mating, whereas the New Technolo-
gy mechanism depends only upon the operation of the PFMA to grip and turn the
tool to accomplish the fluid connector mating. The latter tool works on the
included plane principle to change turning (rotary) action to translation.
Both types will be discussed. For the purpose of this program design,
Battelle chose a Purolator connector (part no. 7541588) while New Technology
chose a Fairchild connector (Drawing 76300001) for the inclined plane tool
design.
Battelle Tool Design: A slight modification to the female half of the
connector will be required to allow remote operation with the manipulator.
The existing 1.33 inch diameter outer body of the connector will have to be
increased by approximately .38 inch on the diameter, and a 0.5 inch wide
radial alignment groove machined into the additional material. This addition
will not affect the operation or internal configuration of the connector.
The female half of the connector will be mounted to the bulkhead of the
satellite. The male portion will be handled by the special fixture. An
approximately 2.25 inch locking ring is located on the male half of the
connector and is used to both lock and release the two halves. No retaining
force is required to maintain closure once latched. The connector requires
approximately 24.2 Ibs. of force to latch and approximately 11.3 Ibs. to
release.
The associated drawing (Ref. Dwg. 300! shows the concept design of the
fluid connector mate/demate fixture. It is assumed that the connector halves
are latched prior to the manipulator grasping the male half, as it would be
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virtually impossible to grasp a connector which is floating in space. A
dummy connector could be located in the tool storage area to temporarily
store the connector between use.
The tool consists of: a back mounting flange which connects to the
standard tool base, a front alignment flange which supplies the necessary
reaction force for mate/demate operations, and a set of connector interface
jaws which grip the male portion of the connector. The interface _aws
translate between the two end flanges along a pair of ball screws to provide
the mate and demate force. Two small motors are required to operate the
fixture. The motors are used to lock and translate the interface jaws.
To demate the connector, the manipulator would position the tool over
the connector and lower down over the alignment groove located in the female
half of the connector. The connector interface jaws would then be moved over
the connector locking ring and lock down with the jaw motor. The interface
jaws can then be retracted away from the male connector, with sufficient
force to release the connector lock ring. The female half of the connector
is firmly held in place with the interface jaws. The mating operation would
simply be the reverse of demating.
Another design option would have the male portion of the connector
integral to the mate/demate fixture. With this type of system, a separate
fixture would be required for each male connector, while with the design
described above a single fixture would operate any connector of this type.
The advantage of having an integral system would be the elimination of an
alignment process and also the elimination of the jaw motor from the system.
Trade-offs will have to be made to determine which system would be the most
versatile and least expensive in the long term.
New Technology Tool Design: Fluid connector tool design was simplified,
in that there were no drive motor, worm-screws, or close-tolerance alignment
requirements to perform connector mate/demate operations. A one-piece tool
performed connector mating by rotary action of the PFMA. Once the male and
female halves of the Fairchild Connector were aligned, the rotary action
pulled the two halves of the connector together by axial force produced by a
circular inclined plane. The inclined plane became a part of the fixed half
of the connector, while the inclined plane roller-follower was a part of the
connector half to be mated.
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3.3.3 Rotary Power Tool(s)
Functional Description: A tool capable of performing various rotary
operations was judged to have the highest functional priority based upon past
experience with unplanned maintenance and the tool design requirements
generated in this program. In addition, overall size, cost, and time savings
could be realized by limiting the number of power heads and utilizing inter-
changeable bits, sockets, and/or extensions.
The torque and speed requirements for the various rotary operations will
determine the number and size of tools required. These parameters differ so
widely over the entire range of rotary tool operations that a number of
rotary power tools will be required in the overall tool suit. However,
rotary operation is a nearly generic function. Thus, a single rotary tool
with a variety of quick-change bits could be used in a wide range of opera-
tions. Impact attachments may also decrease the number and size of tools
required. The bits (rotary or impact) may include a standard socket, spe-
cialty sockets (such as one that would interface with quarter-turn fasten-
ers), or some other specialty fastener. Various extensions would be
desirable to allow the tool to reach into tight locations.
Bolt Running: A specific bit and/or socket will probably have to be
designed for each particular type of fastener and possibly for each fastener
within a type in some instances. Bits for each of these fasteners will not
be addressed presently; however, they could be addressed as required. The
fastener judged to be most prevalent, and therefore discussed at this time,
is the 7/16-inch, 12-point hex head with either a 1/4 or 3/8 inch thread.
Torque requirements for the various bolt running operations shall fall
between 40 and I00 in-lbs and have a torque accuracy of I0 percent depending
upon the specific fastener and application. Limiting tool torque capability
can be accomplished by a slip clutch mechanism or by limiting the voltage to
the motor. A maximum speed of approximately I00 rpm would be desirable for
bolt running operations.
Alignment will be a driving consideration in the design of a bolt
running tool. It is imperative that the fastener not be cross-threaded
during the fastener insertion operation. This alignment can be incorporated
through the use of remote center compliance mechanisms, standoffs to hold the
tool in a known position against the bulkhead or component containing the
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thread hole, or through the use of sensors. The sensor package would be the
most versatile; however, it could become quite complex.
The use of a very slow, very low torque rotary power tool during fasten-
er insertion would greatly minimize the alignment problem. In operation,
this tool would utilize some trial and error methods for inserting and
starting the fastener. The manipulator would place the fastener into the
thread hole and provide alignment as best as possible. The tool would
attempt to start the fastener following the initial manipulator alignment.
If the fastener cross-threads, the tool would not have enough speed or torque
to cause any damage, the torque sensor would indicate a motor stall condi-
tion, and the fastener would be removed and re-aligned for another attempt.
Some testing would be required to determine the torque and speed parame-
ters which would allow initial insertion of the fastener without having the
potential of damaging the threads. It is estimated that these parameters
would be in the area of i0 in-lbs and 20 rpmo
Additional work in both calculation and design will be required to
determine whether an additional rotary tool is required to perform this low
speed, low torque operation. The potential exists for utilizing the same
tool for both the standard bolt running (40-100 in-lbs) and for low-speed,
low-torque operations. However, the torque and speed ratios between the two
operations are greater than can generally be achieved with standard speed and
torque reduction techniques. In addition, a design of a quick-disconnect,
positive-gripping mechanism would have to be developed. While this task is
definitely feasible, the time and cost constraints of this program may not
make it possible.
Positive gripping of the fastener will be another driving parameter of
the tool design. The fastener must not be allowed to inadvertently drop or
be knocked from the tool during any operation that is performed upon it. The
critical times will occur during insertion, removal, and transport of the
fastener. A worst case situation would occur if the fastener had a side-ways
force exerted upon the free, threaded end while gripped by the tool.
The proposed technique for providing positive gripping is through the
use of a locking collet, which utilizes the entire outside surface of the
fastener head. In operation, the fastener head would be positioned in the
collet, and the collet locked down onto the external surface of the fastener.
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This type of device would work on either the socket head or hex head screws,
with the use of slightly different collets. No method of positively holding
standard screws, without modifying the fastener, is currently available.
A variable speed tool would greatly improve the operational characteris-
tics of the tool. The speed could be varied by adjusting the voltage to the
tool which would also vary the available motor torque. Another method would
be to use Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) speed control in which a full voltage
would be pulsed to the tool, with the speed varying according to the duty
cycle of the pulse. PWM speed control has the advantage of providing rela-
tively constant torque at any motor speed.
Some types of fasteners only require that a bolt be loosened to release
a component. For this type of fastener, a revolution counter would be
required. Revolution counting could be implemented in many ways; however,
the use of a Hall Effect Transistor would be the simplest. This type of
transistor senses the rate of change of flux through an electrical field. A
simple, digital on/off counter could be implemented to count the number of
times that the field is broken or completed by the socket as it rotates. The
counter could be easily configured to break power to the tool after the
required number of revolutions is made. The number of revolutions could be
switch selectable.
In an actual bolt running operation, it is anticipated that the standard
bolt-running tool would be used to loosen the desired fastener, using the
revolution counter to ensure that the bolt is not threaded completely out.
The positive gripping, insert/remove tool or attachment would then be used to
lock onto the already loosened fastener and remove it from the thread hole.
The fastener would remain locked into the tool and transported to its desired
location. It is anticipated that a fastener storage area will be required in
the tool storage area. This could consist of a pattern of various sized
threaded holes in which the fasteners could be temporarily stored. Spare
fasteners could also be kept in this area to replace any that may have been
damaged.
Override or Cross-threading: The torque requirements for removing a
cross-threaded fastener are much greater than that of an undamaged fastener.
The torque requirements for this operation vary greatly, but it is estimated
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to be less than 100 ft-lbs. It is assumed that the torque requirement for
overriding a mechanism with a damaged primary actuator is roughly similar.
An impact mechanism can be used to amplify the torque output of a tool
through the use of impact loading. A torque amplification of up to 20 times
that of a non-impact tool can be realized utilizing an efficient mechanism.
To achieve this amplification, however, the input speed to the impact mecha-
nism must be high. Thus, a standard I00 RPM, I00 in-lb tool could not
produce an application of this magnitude without modifying the tool output
speed considerably. Because of the speed requirements into the impact
mechanism, it is anticipated that a separate rotary tool will be required.
However, separate tools with the same size motors could be used for both bolt
running and performing the higher torque operations.
The use of extensions will be required in some operations, however they
will lessen the torque produced by the impact mechanism. Trade-offs will
have to be made between the use of 3/8 or 1/2 inch drives as to weight versus
stiffness.
Other Operations:
operations as required.
A rotary tool could be used to perform many other
Among these would be drilling, cleaning, and the
actuation of specialty fixtures. These functions will not be defined in
detail in this report due to the number of functions which could be performed
and the specialty of these types of operations.
One of the more obvious of these "other operations" would be that of
drilling. This function is commonly done on earth using rotary tools.
However, in space the additional requirements for contamination containment
must be addressed. While this containment problem will require some creative
design, the actual tool used could easily be the same as that used for bolt
running operations. It is anticipated that one of the three potential rotary
tools described above -- standard bolt running, low-speed, low-torque, and
impact -- could be used for many of these "other operations".
Tool Design: For the Task I tool definition, Battelle conceptually
designed the set of rotary power tools around the worst case scenario, in
which three separate tools are required. These tools include: the standard
bolt running tool with quick-disconnect chuck for switching between various
sockets, bits, and specialty attachments; an impact tool using the same motor
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as used in the standard bolt-running tool, but with different gearing; and
the positive gripping, fastener insert/removal tool.
Standard Rotary Power Tool: The standard rotary power tool (see at-
tached drawingl will utilize an approximately 1/4 hp permanent-magnetic,
dc-motor geared to produce an output shaft speed of I00 rpm. The quick-
disconnect chuck and associated manipulator operated quick-disconnect holder
are designed to be operated with a single manipulator arm.
To perform a standard rotary operation, the PFMA must first acquire the
rotary power tool from its storage rack. The electrical connection to the
tool will be made as part of the acquisition procedure. The proper tool bit
must then be selected. All of the tool bits will be equipped with a hex end
compatible with the qu_ck-disconnect mechanism of the rotary power tool. The
tools bits, which for the Battelle developed Works Systems Package include
socket heads, drills, wire brushes, grinding wheels and cutoff wheels, will
be stored in individual holders in the storage rack. To acquire a tool bit,
the tool is slid directly onto the bit and rotated slightly to align the hex
end to the bit with the mating surfaces in the quick-disconnect mechanism.
The tool must be pushed forward with less than five pounds of force to
complete the mating operation. The tool is then moved "upward", with a
radial motion of the arm to release the tool bit from its holder.
After completion of the operation, the tool bit is replaced in its
holder by reversing the previous sequence of motions. The arm moves radially
"downward" to reinsert the tool bit into its holder. This action also
requires less than five pounds of force. At the bottom of the stroke, the
quick-disconnect mechanism is contacted by a base plate which is part of the
storage rack that causes it to release the tool bit along the axis of the
bit. A different bit can then be selected or the rotary power tool can then
be replaced in its storage rack.
Rotary Impact Power Tool: The rotary impact power tool (see attached
drawings) would probably utilize the same 1/4 hp motor used on the standard
rotary tool. The shaft output speed for the impact tool would, however, have
to be on the order of 900 rpm. The actual speed would have to be played with
somewhat to obtain an optimal configuration.
The impact tool would utilize a quick-disconnect chuck identical to that
of the standard tool, although this is not shown in the drawings. The same
sockets and bits could be utilized on both tools.
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There are numerous impact mechanisms, such as the spring loaded ball/cam
type, swinging weight, and hydraulic impulse drivers. However, based upon
past experience, the mechanism that produces the highest, most efficient
torque while being fairly simple in construction is the twin-hammer mecha-
nism.
In operation, the twin-hammer mechanism is direct rotor and simulta-
neously strikes one impact with each hammer for each complete revolution of
the hammer frame. Because of the direct drive design, the mechanism and
rotor come to a complete stop at each impact and actually rebound or back up
to some degree, depending upon the tightness or solidity of the joint. This
characteristic results in at least 360 ° - and usually more - of motor accel-
eration for each impact. This contributes to more energy per blow, however
it necessitates a special design of the tool gear reduction. This design
must, due to the complex nature of the mechanism, be somewhat a trial and
error effort.
Fastener Insert/Removal Tool: The fastener insert/removal tool provides
the positive gripping and thread damage prevention features for the insert,
removal, and transport of fasteners. The motor requirements of this tool
will be very small due to its low-speed and low-torque characteristics.
Various design trade-offs will have to be made to determine whether the
standard bolt running tool could be utilized, or whether another tool would
be required.
If the standard bolt-running tool were utilized, a means of positively
limiting the speed and torque would be required. In addition, a means of
utilizing the fixture with a quick-disconnect would have to be developed.
These trade-offs will be further investigated in Task II. The tool, as shown
in the attached drawing, utilizes a fixed attachment; however, the same basic
principles would apply for a quick-disconnect system.
To remove a fastener, the manipulator would align the tool over the
fastener and lock around the outer surface of the fastener head. This would
be accomplished by activating the chucking solenoid to prevent the locking
ring from rotating. With the locking ring fixed, motor rotation causes the
locking collet to either be drawn in to lock around the fastener or pushed
out to release the fastener. The locking collet would be configured to
tightly hold a specific fastener to prevent inadvertent loss of the fastener.
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After the fastener is locked in the collet, the chucking solenoid would be
released, allowing the locking ring to rotate, which would cause the fastener
to also rotate for removal or insertion. Self locking threads would be used
at the collet/lock ring interface to ensure that the collet does not loosen
during fastener removal.
To insert a fastener, the manipulator would obtain a fastener from the
storage area and align the fastener over the threaded hole. The tool would
then rotate (with the chucking solenoid released) to start the fastener. If
misalignment occurs, the tool would not have enough force to cause damage to
the threads. The tool would reverse itself to back the fastener out, and a
new alignment would be tried. After the fastener has been started, the
chucking solenoid would be actuated to prevent the lock ring, and hence the
fastener, from rotating, and the motor would be reversed to release the
fastener. The standard bolt running tool would then be utilized to tighten
the fastener in place.
3.3.4 Electrical Connector Mate/Demate Tool
Functional Description: The electrical connector is approximately 1.5
inches in diameter. The torque required to mate or part the connector is 24
in-lbs. More than 360 ° of rotation is required to mate the connector, but
only 60 ° of rotation is required to demate the connector.
To mate the connector, three distinct operations must be performed.
First, the two portions of the connector must be axially aligned. Accurate
alignment is extremely important to prevent binding, and possible failure, of
subsequent operations. Second, the keyed portion of the connector !attached
to the electrical cable) must be placed in contact with the stationary
portion of the connector, then rotated until the keys engage the keyways.
This could be as much as 360 ° of rotation, however the rotation can be in
either direction. If the cable were rotated in only one direction in order
to engage the keys, it would be possible to put a 360 ° twist in the cable.
In addition to requiring more torque, this is undesirable because it would
stress the wires in the cable and possibly break them. Hence a reciprocating
rotational search is necessary. This means that the effector would be
programmed to search for the key-keyway engagement by rotating +180 ° to -180 °
until the keys engage the keyways. During this operation a small force must
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be applied along the connector axis to keep the two parts of the connector in
contact. Once the key engages the keyway, the locking ring must be rotated
until it locks. The locking ring will only engage if it is rotated in the
proper direction.
The ring locking operation requires more torque than the key engaging
operation. Hence engaging the locking ring is the limiting operation with
respect to torque and direction of rotation, while engaging the keys is the
limiting operation with respect to the amount of rotation.
Design: The associated drawing (Dwg. 200) shows the end effector
grasping the connector (A). In the left most view, the end effector is
beginning to contact the connector. The rollers CCI and C2) come into
contact with the connector first. They guide the effector so that the
alignment slot (B) seats properly against the connector. The alignment slot
keeps the two parts of the connector axially aligned. Driven friction
rollers (C I, C2, and C3) are used to mate and demate the connector. The
rollers are driven by a motor through a chain and socket power transmission
system. The rollers are sectioned such that they can contact both the keyed
end of the connector and the locking ring simultaneously. The rollers are
composed of two sections. The section that contacts the locking ring is
rigidly mounted on the drive shaft. The other section is mounted on the
drive shaft by a slip clutch. When the rollers are powered, they rotate both
the keyed end of the connector and the locking ring, until the keys and the
keyways engage. The locking ring will rotate freely at this stage. The
process of getting the keys and keyways to engage should follow the recipro-
cating rotational search scenario outlined above. Once the keys and keyways
are engaged, the sections of the rollers which rotate the keyed end of the
connector begin to slip, via the slip clutch. However, the section of the
roller against the locking ring continues to rotate at full torque, until the
ring locks into place.
One of the nominal I inch friction rollers must be driven with a torque
of 32 inch-lbs to mate or part the connector. It must be pressed against the
connector with a force of 32 Ibs.
Operation: To part a connector, the end-effector is positioned at one
side of the cable and connector, then slipped over the connector. The
alignment slot orients the end-effector with respect to the connector. Next,
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the friction rollers are driven to part the connector. Still grasping the
cable half of the connector, the end effector can now move away from the
other half Of the connector. Now the cable half of the connector must be
mated with a dummy connector half for storage. Then the end effector can
release the cable half of the connector and proceed to another task. A dummy
connector for storage is necessary, because it is virtually impossible to
grasp a connector which is floating freely in space.
The primary sensor requirements discussed for these on-orbit maintenance
tools are torque sensors and revolution counters for the rotary tools.
However, in the development of these tools, some additional sensor require-
ments may be imposed by operational constraints. For example, if visibility
is restricted for some of the tools, some type of feedback signal may be
required to indicate completion of an operation. These signals could include
storage of a tool or tool bit in the storage rack or positive acquisition of
a tool bit or a fastener by the tool. In addition, due to the severe
alignment requirements imposed by the mate/demate operations for the fluid
and electrical connectors, some additional sensors may be required to
indicate proper alignment. (In these concepts, it has been assumed for the
present that the connectors can be modified to provide an alignment groove to
ensure proper alignment.) As these concepts are developed further, these
sensors will be incorporated into the design if the need arises.
3.3.5. Jettison Tool (Explosive Shearinq Tool)
Functional Description: The explosive jettison tool was included in the
overall tool suit to provide the capability for removing damaged satellite
appendages, such as antenna booms or solar array supports. It is anticipated
that this tool would only be used as a last resort if more conventional means
of removal, such as unbolting, prove to be unsuccessful. Contamination
avoidance was a major factor in the choice of an explosive jettison-type
tool. The shearing operation of the proposed tool would prevent such con-
tamination.
Design: The jettison tool is a single operation tool which uses a
totally contained explosive charge to supply force to a shear blade. A shear
pin is used to retain the blade until actuation is desired. Upon actuation,
the gasses from the explosion fracture the shear pin, and provide the force
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to drive the blade through the material located in the entry slot. Alignment
is assisted through the use of the lip protruding beyond the shear tool.
3.3.6 Power Spreader
Functional Description: The powered spreader is a device that converts
rotary motion into translation motion to separate uncooperative objects or
mechanisms. This tool can be used to separate jammed mechanisms, and free
jammed satellite appendages, such as antennas or solar array booms. The tool
can be applied to any jammed object, such as inspection panels, for which
clearance can be found for inserting the blades of the tool.
Tool Design: The conceptual pry tool drawing illustrates an axial pry
bar rather than a scissor type. One advantage of the axial type is that it
allows the PFMA teleoperator arm to extend directly toward the work pieces,
using the force of the PFMA arm to react against.
The axial pry bar has a pry arm plus a reaction foot. For example, a
jammed door or bolt on a space module may require prying action for loosen-
ing, or pulling out part way. The operation would be as follows:
I. Position the pry tool (which is normally in the home position) to the
desired position on the work piece, extending the teleoperator arm until
the reaction foot is firm against the module. A built-in sensing switch
will indicate that the foot is firmly against the module when a green
light comes on at the operator station.
2. Position the point of the pry arm between the work piece and the module
and initiate prying action with the "pry" control button. The pry arm
can move a full two (2) inches if needed, or can be stopped at any
point.
3. An AFT Limit Switch (A.L.S.) will stop the pry arm automatically at the
end of travel.
4. Repositioning the pry arm to the home position is accomplished by
pushing the "home" button at the operator's station. This overrides the
A.L.S. for homing the pry arm. The arm will stop automatically in the
normal or home position.
5. A small relay box (control box) is located on the PFMA end effector pry
tool structure. This box contains relays KI and K2 (small, light
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weight) which performs the necessary switching of the pry arm, and which
also prevents operator error during operations. An emergency off button
at the operator's control station is a latching/unlatching type push
button which will kill all power to the pry tool.
Options to the tool would be a stain gauge force sensor which could be
incorporated into the circuitry to automatically initiate power off.
The tool is designed with a gear motor driving a 2 work screw mechanism
with a speed reduction ratio of 147.70 to 1.00. The time required for the
pry arm to travel the full two (2) inches is calculated to be 30 seconds.
The tool is designed for a maximum pry force of i00 pounds, therefore
consideration should be given to the space module structure that the reaction
foot rests against, to prevent possible damage to this structure. Because of
this consideration, it would be advantageous, if not required, to provide a
force sensor in the control circuitry that could be remotely set to any
value, say, between 20 to i00 pounds.
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3.3.7 General Purpose Grapple Tool
Functional Description: The concept provides an expandable device that
provides flexibility for grappling large fragile space structures without
over-stressing the structure in the contact areas. The tool will capture any
structure that provides an opening large enough to accommodate the unexpanded
tool.
Design: The design features a spring loaded concept mounted on the
standard end effector tool base and powered by an electrical drive unit with
a two way rotating shaft. The drive is connected to an enclosed internal
threaded shaft which extends into a fixed threaded sleeve inside a telescop-
ing tube. No exposed threads, mechanism, or lubricants are present in this
design. Extending or retracting the tube causes the six equally spaced leaf
springs to either bow for gripping or flutter for release. The outer skin is
a durable plastic material lined with a soft cushion material. This concept
allows contact forces to be distributed over a large surface area, thus
minimizing contact stresses. The device is self compensating in that high
point load will deflect the spring and redistribute the force along the
spring and to other areas of the structure in a manner similar to a pneumat-
ically inflated bladder.
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3.3.8 Hinge and Attachment Concept (No Conceptual Drawin_ Provided)
Functional Description: Many remote operations, such as the removal of
an electrical panel, would be difficult to achieve with a single manipulator
arm, since the arm would have to both remove the last retaining fastener and
hold the panel in place at the same time. A possible alternative to this
problem would be in the use of an additional manipulator arm. If this is not
feasible, some means of permanently or temporarily holding the panel while
removing its fasteners will be required. In addition, it may be desirable to
have the capability of connecting an attachment point to some component to
allow easy control with the PFMA intermeshing end effector.
Design: A potential solution to the problem stated above would be to
attach a hinge and/or a standard tool base as required onto the components
requiring attention. For instance, access into an electrical enclosure would
be required for the replacement of a component. To achieve this with a
single manipulator, a hinge could be attached between the enclosure and the
panel cover, and an attachment point could be attached to the cover. The
panel cover fasteners could then be removed with the hinge holding the cover
to the enclosure, thus preventing inadvertent displacement. The manipulator
would replace the fastener removal tool and use the intermeshing end effector
to grasp the attachment point and open the panel cover, allowing easy access
into the enclosure.
The proposed method for attaching the hinge and attachment point is with
the use of hot melt and two-part tape adhesives. Each of the adhesives would
be placed on the attachment components prior to launch, or at the Space
Station. No conceptual drawings were made for this system since the attach-
ment components themselves would be fairly straight forward. The major
design area for this concept would be in developing an adhesive.
A major advantage to the hot melt type adhesive would be that the hinge
and attachment components would be held against the substrate and heated to
melt the adhesive. The adhesive would then be allowed to cool, causing the
attachment components to adhere to the substrate. A major disadvantage to
this type of adhesion is that no materials of this type are presently commer-
cially available for use in space. In addition, the extreme temperature
differences in space could cause some design difficulties.
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The two-part adhesives would have tiny crushable capsules of two part
polyurethane components glued to the attachment components. When the attach-
ment components are pressed into place the capsules break, allowing the two
parts to mix and adhere. This type of system would not be removable.
The tape adhesive is the only one found that has had some exposure to
testing in a vacuum. Also, some outgassing tests have been performed.
Testing showed that the tape would remain sticky in a vacuum for several days
after the liner was removed. After two weeks, the tape was no longer sticky.
In use, the sticky backed attachment components would simply be pressed
against the substrate. Care would have to be taken to prevent inadvertent
attachment to the wrong substrate. In addition, the tape would have to be
protected from dust and contaminants.
3.4 Tool Storage Concepts
Functional Description: A multiple tool system requires a storage
system to hold the tools which are not being used. This storage system must
be designed so that the tools are accessible to the manipulator while under
teleoperated or computer control while in the remote working position. The
tool storage system must both firmly hold the tools, or prohibit the loss of
tools during the manipulator operation and system transfer, and also allow
relatively easy insertion and extraction of the tools from the holder. The
storage system must be designed to contain the tools during all mission
phases including launch and ascent.
Design: The proposed tool storage system (see attached drawings)
utilizes a simple friction concept for holding the tools. Each tool is
stored in an individual bin that is attached to a bolt-on framework. An
advantage to this type of bolt-on, individual bin storage system is that only
the specific tools required for a given mission would be carried, thus
greatly saving space and weight. In addition, those tools most frequently
used for the specific mission would be advantageously placed for easy manip-
ulator access. As additional tools are developed for the manipulator system,
individual bins would be designed and fabricated rather than redesigning the
entire storage system.
The tool storage bins utilize a stiff brush material to hold the tools
in place and also to center the tools within the bin for easy access.
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Trade-offs will have to be investigated between the tightness of hold and the
ease of access. Each bin would be designed for the particular tool that it
held and would feature guides and retaining devices to assist in replacing
and accessing the tools.
Positive locks may be required to hold the tools in place during launch
and other high load time periods. These systems could be positive latches
which are actuated either by individual motors located on each storage bin or
by the manipulator end effector. This type of system would hold the tool
tightly against forces in any direction. A potential simplification to this
type of positive hold mechanism would be to use a passive system in which the
tool storage bin would be positioned so that the major loads on the tools
would force the tool down into the bottom of the bin rather than side-to-
side. With this type of system, the tool would be positively held in only
one direction, and held by the brushes in the other directions.
The tool concepts described in Task I primarily address maintenance and
servicing requirements, effector tool requirements and specifications, and
conceptual design of effector tools for on-orbit satellites to be flown in
the years 1986 to 2000. Based on the documentation provided from Task I
analysis, detailed layout designs and operation descriptions for each of the
representative tool sets and storage mechanism will be developed in Task 2.
L
4.0 TOOL SUBSET DEFINITION TASK SUMMARY
4.1 Criteria/Rationale for Selection of Tool Sub-Set
From the representative tool set of Table 4, the tool subset selected
for final detailed design, construction, and demonstration of the PFMA was
based on the criteria that tools should functionally represent the tools
needed for the highest priority tasks, and should demonstrate as many
functions as possible of the tools in the tool set.
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TABLE 4. REPRESENTATIVE TOOL SET
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ROTARY POWER TOOL(S) WITH INTERCHANGEABLE BITS/SOCKETS, EXTENSIONS, AND IMPACT
ATTACHMENTS
FLUID CONNECTOR MATE/DEMATE TOOL
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR MATE/DEMATE TOOL
SHEARING TOOL(S) (TUBING, WIRE, TAPE)
HINGE/HANDLE INSTALLATION TOOLS
GENERAL PURPOSE GRAPPLING DEVICE
SPREADER (POWER)
NONPOWERED PRY BAR
HOLE PUNCHAND RIVET TOOLS
SPECIAL GRIPS/JAWS
To provide visibility of the relationship of tasks and tool functions, a
matrix of prioritized tasks, operations, tools, and functions was developed,
as shown in Exhibit 19. Based on past experience with unplanned maintenance,
such operations will require removal and replacement. The basic tool for
such an operation is judged to be a power head with interchangeable exten-
sions, bits, and/or sockets. Due to the numerous types of fasteners used in
the aerospace industry, a specific bit and/or socket which has not been
defined in detail will have to be used in an actual repair. This, however,
is not judged to be a serious problem since the design and demonstration of a
tool capable of working on typical fasteners will demonstrate the operational
capabilities of the PFMA and the end effector tools. As shown in Exhibit 19
other maintenance tasks will require a power tool with various chucks, bits,
and sockets.
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PRIORITIZED TASKS
Unplanned Maintenance
and Repair
Fluid Transfer
Inspection
Construct/Assemble
Deployment/Retraction
EXHIBIT 19. TOOL FUNCTIONS
OPERATIONS TOOL
o Remove/replace/install o Rotary power tool
protective covers, o Shears
insulation
o Electrical connector o Special fixture
disconnect/connect designed for
specific connector
o Install restraints o Special fixture to
(hinges & handles for install restraints
covers/panels)
o Override of damaged or
jammed payload systems
or mechanisms. Cut and
remove cables tubing,
wiring causing module
jamming
o Loosen or remove jammed
or cross threaded bolts
Remove/install protec-
tive covers. Connect/
disconnect stow
connectors
o Tube/cable/bolt
cutter
o Powered spreader/
pry bar
o Impact wrench
Special fixture
designed for
specific connector
Remove/replace protec- o Rotary power tool
tire covers
Translate, rotate o Hinge/handle
inspection system installation
Photographs
Payload transfer
Structural fastening/
assembly
Deployment of structure
Reposition Solar
arrays/antennas
Remove/replace pro- o
tective covers,
thermal insulation
Extend retract, jettison o
equipment booms
Capture, removal, store o
loose objectives
o Grapple(s)
o Power tools -
blind rivet gun
o Special grapples/
oow_r tool_
o Grapple(s)
ower tools
ower tools
Cable/tube cutters
power tools/
spreaders pry bar
Grips
FUNCTIONS
o Rotation, 9ripping,
control of loose items,
alignment, translation
o Alignment, translation,
rotation, gripping
Alignment, translation,
rotation
o Sheering, alignment,
translation
o Alignment, translation
o Rotation, gripping,
alignment, translation
o Rotation, gripping,
alignment, translation
o Rotation, gripping,
control of loose items,
alignment, translation
o Alignment, translation,
rotation, gripping
o Rotation, grfpping,
control of loose items,
alignment, translation
o Gripping, alignment,
rotation, translation
o Rotation, gripping,
control of loose items,
alignment, translation
o Shearing, gripping,
rotation, alignment,
translation
o Gripping, alignment,
rotation, translation
z
w
Special fixtures will be required to remotely connect and disconnect
typical fluid connectors for on orbit fluid replenishment, and to demate/mate
electrical connectors for electronic box change out. The design of these
specialized tools requires specific detailed design information on the
specific connector to be serviced. Since this information is unavailable,
typical connectors were selected and tools will be designed to service these
connectors, demonstrating the PFMA servicing capabilities. Unplanned removal
of electronic packages and other maintenance tasks will require capability of
handling and stowing of inspection plates, access panels, etc. This will
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require tools for installation of hinges and handles for opening and control-
ling these items. Tools recommended for final design, construction, and
demonstration are the powered rotary tools with extensions and interchange-
able bits, fluid connect/disconnect tool, special tool for installation of
hinges and handles, and electric connector connect/disconnect tool. Only the
first two tools will be designed and constructed since resources are limited.
4.2 Tool Subset
The tool subset, defined jointly by SRS, Battelle, and NASA, consists of
the Fluid Coupling Tool (FCT) and the Rotary Power Tool (RPT). The mecha-
nisms and hardware associated with these tools are the Standard Electrical
Interface (SEI), Standard Mechanical Interface (SMI), Rotary Power Head,
Fastener Gripping Mechanism and Interchangeable Collets, Storage Mechanism
for Rotary Power Tool, Storage Mechanism for Interchangeable Collets, Fluid
Coupling Tool for the Fairchild Fluid Coupling, Fluid Coupling Tool for the
Purolator Fluid Coupling, and Storage Mechanism for Fluid Coupling Tool.
The SEI and SMI are used to interface the tools to the PFMA. Identical
mechanisms are incorporated on both the FCT and RPT, and could be utilized
with any additional tools which might be designed for future applications.
The RPT is comprised of a Rotary Power Head, Fastener Gripping Mecha-
nism, and Interchangeable Collets. The Fastener Gripping Mechanism provides
positive gripping to prevent inadvertent fastener loss during any bolt-
running operation, while specific Interchangeable Collets are used for each
type of fastener. Collets for a 7/16 inch, 12-point hex head and Number 10
socket head cap screw are provided with the tool subset. The Rotary Power
Head, while dedicated to the Fastener Gripping Mechanism as presently de-
signed, could be slightly modified for use with other rotary functions such
as drilling.
The FCT is designed specifically for the remote mating and demating of
the Purolator connector (part no. 7541588). However, it could be modified to
operate many other brands of fluid connectors.
Individual storage mechanisms are provided for both of the tools and for
the interchangeable collets. These storage devices can be separately bolted
to a storage board in locations best suited for a given mission. As more
tools are added to the set, additional storage devices can be mounted to the
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board. Only those tools required for a given mission need be added to the
storage board.
4.3 PFMA Design Capabilities
The Tool Subset developed in this task was designed to operate with the
PFMA. The PFMA is a single arm, nonanthropomorhic robotic manipulator with 7
degrees of freedom. Its design was optimized for radial and axial servicing
tasks and can be commanded to relative or absolute coordinates. The
constraints around which the tool subset were designed are as follows:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Maximum lift weight - 10 pounds (in l-g environment)
Accuracy of ±0.125 inch
Maximum torque resistance of wrist roll assembly - 25 to 30 ft-lbs
Wrist roll torque - 8.7 ft-lbs
Maximum jaw opening - 3.25 inches
Maximum squeeze force of jaws - 35 to 40 pounds
Available voltage - 0 to 31Vdc
Allowable current (via slip rings) - 6 amp (intermittent), 3 amp
(continuous)
Both tools and associated mechanisms have been designed to operate within
these system capabilities.
4.4 Tool Subset Design
4.4.1 Standard Mechanical and Electrical Interface
Background: Mechanical and electrical interfaces are required to mate
individual tools to the PFMA intermeshing end effector. For this reason, the
SMI and SEI will be used to provide the common interface betweer the PFMA and
the tools developed during this task.
Drawing 200 shows the "hand side" of the SMI and SEI, with the mechan-
ical portion being the existing intermeshing end effector. The "tool side"
of both mechanisms is shown in drawings 300 and 400 (FCT and RPT respective-
ly). In operation, the mechanical and electrical interfaces are mated in two
discrete operations. The electrical interface will not be made until the
manipulator has first securely grasped the tool, and possibly removed it from
the tool storage area. Separat g these interface processes eliminates the
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need for performing two alignment operations simultaneously, and also mini-
mizes the manipulator force required for grasping the tools.
SMI Design: The "tool side" of the SMI is a simple mechanical arrange-
ment similar to that presently utilized for PFMA interface. A length of
"square" cross section tubing with a geometry matching that of the PFMA
intermeshing end effector (slightly skewed from square) is fixed between two
parallel plates. The plates are spaced to provide 1/16 inch "hand" clearance
for the PFMA end effector, and are tapered to assist in hand alignment.
Mechanical interface between the tool and the PFMA is achieved by simply
grasping the tool with the intermeshing end effector. The tapered finger
design of the end effector causes the hand and SMI to be "pulled" tightly
together into a known mated position, thus minimizing the alignment require-
ments for the SEI.
SEI Design: The 1/16-inch SMI hand clearance defines the translational
alignment requirements for the SEI -- along the axis of the manipulator
finger closure. The rotational alignment and the translational alignment in
the plane of the manipulator finger closure are provided by the previously
mated mechanical interface. Thus, compliance has to be built into the
electrical interface only in this one plane of translation, although some
additional compliance has been built into the design.
Electrical interface is achieved by translating the male connector and
connector probe into contact with the female connector and associated align-
ment mechanism. The electrical connector utilized is the Amphenol 26-4100-8P
and 26-4200-8S plug and receptacle, as specified by the customer.
The "hand" side of the SEI consists of the male connector, connector
probe, and drive mechanism (shown in drawing 200). The system is driven by a
O.062-inch-lead, ball screw powered by a small dc motor and integral gearhead
(262:1 reduction ratio). The drive mechanism provides approximately 50 Ibs.
closure force, and transverses the full two inch travel in 22 seconds. Limit
switches (further discussed in Section 4.4.5) are provided to control the
overall travel.
The connector probe and guide housing are fabricated from aluminum with
hard coat and anodizing (Nimet Industries Nituff process) applied to the
mating surfaces. The "hand" side of the SEI is hard mounted to the PFMA
wrist, and is anticipated to weigh approximately 3/4 Ibs.
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The "tool" side of the SEI consists of the female connector, connector
socket, and alignment mechanism (shown in drawings 300 and 400, as part of
the FCT and RPT respectively). The connector socket is the first point of
contact with the male connector probe. The probe and socket are both tapered
to accommodate the maximum misalignment, and are in full contact for approxi-
mately 5/8 inch prior to plug/receptacle contact. This initial contact
ensures plug and receptacle alignment prior to mating.
The 1/16 inch maximum PFMA/tool misalignment is overcome by allowing the
connector socket to translate (along the axis of manipulator finger closure)
±I/32 inch from center in a slotted bracket. Therefore, the tolerancing of
the connector socket must be tightly maintained with respect to the possible
misalignment. The misalignment would be corrected during the initial contact
with the connector probe. The connector socket is held against the face of
the slotted bracket by spring plungers. These plungers will accommodate any
rotational misalignment if present.
4.4.2 Rotary Power Tool (RPT)
Background: A rotary power tool was judged to have the highest func-
tional priority during the task one overall tool suit development. In
addition, it was determined that significant size, cost, and time savings
could be realized by utilizing a minimal number of power heads, with inter-
changeable attachments.
Based upon an analysis of the torque and speed requirements for the
various rotary operations, it is anticipated that three rotary power heads
will eventually be required. These heads include: a "standard" rotary tool
which would be used in most applications; a high speed rotary tool using the
same motor as used in the standard rotary tool, but with different gearing;
and a low-torque, low-speed head.
Each of the rotary tools would have some type of quick release chuck to
allow for remote interchange of specialty attachments. The "standard" head
would be used for most bolt running operations using a socket, and extension
if required. In addition, other attachments would be used to operate quar-
terturn fasteners, perform drilling operations, or other specialty functions.
i
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The high speed rotary head would be used with an impact attachment if
higher torques were required, or it could be used for various cleaning or
circular cutting operations. Higher torques would be required for such
operations as removing fasteners which may have been cross-threaded or
otherwise jammed, or in performing override operations, as with appendages
with failed primary actuators.
The low-torque, low-speed head would be used for bolt running operations
on small fasteners and for all fastener insertion, with the low torque and
speed used to minimize the potential for cross-threading. In operation, this
tool would utilize a trial and error method for inserting and starting the
fastener. The manipulator would place the fastener into the thread hole and
provide as much alignment as possible. The tool would then attempt to start
the fastener. If the fastener is not correctly aligned and cross-threads,
the tool would not have sufficient torque or speed to cause damage. A torque
sensor would, in this case, indicate motor stall condition, and the fastener
would be removed and re-aligned for another attempt.
Another required feature of the fastener insert and removal tool will be
a means of positively gripping the fastener to prevent its inadvertent loss
during any of the operations performed upon it. The Rotary Power Tool (RPT)
developed in task two incorporates this low-torque, low-speed capability
along with an integral positive gripping mechanism.
Tool Design: The RPT has been designed to provide a means of positively
holding a threaded fastener, such as a hex head bolt or socket head cap
screw, while performing bolt running (insert, removal, or transport)
operations. This mechanism is essential for remote bolt running operations
since the inadvertent loss of a fastener could jeopardize the successful
completion of an operation. The use of standard sockets and extensions is
not acceptable, since no positive gripping mechanism is incorporated.
The RPT consists of the Rotary Power Head (drawing 300), the Fastener
Gripping Mechanism (drawing I00), and the Interchangeable Collets (drawing
105),
The Rotary Power Head design is based upon the internal components of
the commercially available AEG EZ506 hand power tool. The EZ506 is an
adaptation of the EZ505, which has been used on three NASA Space Shuttle
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Missions. The EZ506 introduces a tachometer generator on the motor and
torque sensitive electronics that were not present on the previous model.
Both models are designed for battery operation. The basic capabilities of
the EZ506 are as follows:
o Forward/Reverse Option
o Six-stage Torque Control (4 to 57 in-lb)
o Variable Speed (I00 to 600 rpm)
o 7.2 Vdc Motor
The internal components which will be incorporated into the RPT include the
gear block, the motor block, the switch block, and some electronic circuitry.
An EZ506 battery system will not be included as used on the RPT. The
system power will be supplied directly from the PFMA power bus. All of the
tool control functions, with the exception of the torque, will be operated
remotely from the PFMA control console. The torque setting will be chosen by
inserting the tool head into a special fixture (see drawing 503) and using
the manipulator wrist motion for selection.
The Rotary Power Head as presently designed does not incorporate a turn
counter. However, a counter could be incorporated without much difficulty.
The counter would be used to prevent a fastener from being removed entirely
if not required. This type of device would be required if a "standard"
rotary power tool was used to loosen a fastener, and then a smaller tool with
a gripper mechanism was used to remove and transport the fastener to another
location.
Revolution counting could be implemented in many ways; however, the use
of a Hall Effect Transistor would be the simplest. This type of transistor
senses the rate of change of flux through an electrical field. A simple,
digital on/off counter could be implemented to count the number of times that
the field was broken or completed by the socket as it rotates.
In addition to the AEG tool components, the Rotary Power Head consists
of the SMI and SEI interface mechanisms discussed earlier, and a drive
mechanism utilized with the Fastener Gripping Mechanism. The Fastener
Gripping Mechanism is pinned directly to the Rotary Power Head, and is used
to provide the positive gripping mechanism.
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The Fastener Gripping Mechanism utilizes interchangeable collets to
provide positive gripping to the fasteners. Each collet has a socket type
head designed to match a specific fastener head. The collet head is slotted
so that a radial force applied around the collet head causes it to squeeze
down tightly over the fastener, thus securing it. The Fastener Gripping
Mechanism and collets interface so that this "squeezing" radial force is
supplied when the collet is threaded into the fixture.
In operation, the appropriate collet would be selected and interfaced
with the Gripping Mechanism. The collet storage mechanism is shown in
drawing 106. The entire RPT would then be placed over the desired fastener,
with the collet socket head interfacing with the fastener. The collet could
then be squeezed down onto the head of the fastener, positively holding the
fastener in preparation for removal, transport, or insertion as desired.
The Gripping Mechanism is designed to operate remotely through all
required bolt running operations. The operations include: the selection of
the appropriate collet; the locking of the collet onto the desired fastener;
the individual tasks of fastener removal, transport, and re-insertion; and
the subsequent release of the fastener. The collet, lock shaft, and gripping
mechanism must be rotated simultaneously to perform the fastener removal,
transport, and re-insertion tasks. During these operations, the lock shaft
is fixed to the gripper via the notched plate (part of the lock shaft) and
the gripper lock mechanism, thus positively locking the collet with respect
to the gripper.
In contrast, during the fastener release and grasp (chucking) tasks, the
lock shaft must be rotated with the gripper held rigidly. The collet is
pinned to the gripper mechanism with slotted grooves to prevent the collet
from rotating independently of the gripper while allowing the collet to be
threaded in and out to, respectively, grasp and release the fastener. The
lock shaft's notched plate, and associated lock mechanism, are again used to
properly control the rotation of the collet fixture and lock shaft.
The drive mechanism located on the Rotary Power Head is used to operate
the lock control of the Fastener Gripping Mechanism. An integral motor/gear-
head is used to power a ball screw that drives the lock pin into the Fastener
Gripping Mechanism. The lock pin is spring loaded to prevent damage to the
L
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gripping mechanism if the lock mechanisms are not aligned. Limit switches
are used to control the overall stroke of the lock pin.
At present, the design utilizes a gearhead with a 104:1 reduction. This
configuration provides approximately 9 pounds of force to the lock pin, and
requires 3.5 seconds to travel the full half-inch stroke. If this force is
not sufficient, a 235:1 gearhead could be utilized. This configuration would
provide approximately 20 pounds of pin force, and require 8 seconds for full
travel. A smaller ratio, 46.4:1, would provide 4 pounds of force for a
I-second travel time. The change of gearheads could be accomplished without
modification to the overall design, as the physical dimensions of the gear-
head would remain unchanged.
In operation, the Rotary Power Head's lock pin would be driven out
against the gripping mechanism. If the mechanisms are not aligned, the
spring compresses and provides a constant force on the gripping mechanism,
which would be slowly rotated. As the lock mechanisms of the power head and
the gripper align, the spring would snap the lock pin into position in the
gripping mechanism. The system springs must be chosen so that the lock pin
spring has a greater spring rate than that of the lock mechanism spring
(first approximation would be 8 pounds and 6 pounds respectively). It must,
however, be light enough to prevent potential damage to the Fastener Gripping
Mechanism.
The Rotary Power Head drive mechanism is utilized only during fastener
grasp and release operations. When actuated, the lock pin enters the collet
fixture lock mechanism, and thus both locks the collet fixture and releases
the lock shaft's notched plate to allow the lock shaft to rotate. The
notched latch is released by pushing the lock pin beyond the plate's notched
area. This allows the collet to be threaded in or out of the collet fixture.
Collet interchange is accomplished in much the same manner as fastener
grasp and release. To replace a collet into the collet storage mechanism,
the collet fixture is aligned with the storage mechanism via the fixture
alignment notch. This notch is used to orient the collet anti-rotation pins
and grooves. After alignment, the chucking solenoid is actuated and the
collet threaded out of the fixture into the storage mechanism. The collet is
captured and held by the fixture springs. The fastener head located in the
mechanism is used to assist in aligning the collet and to prevent the collet
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from rotating after moving beyond the collet anti-rotation components. A
collet is retrieved by reversing the steps described above.
Additional collets for different fastener types can be provided. In
addition, specialty attachments could be developed where the Fastener Grip-
ping Mechanism would be used to simply "hold" the attachment. An example of
this could be a drill bit with a hex head attachment point to interface with
a matching collet.
4.4.3 Fluid Couplin 9 Tool (FCT)
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4.4.3.1 Applicable to Purolator Fluid Connector
Background: The FCT was designed to demonstrate remote mating and
demating of the Purolator (part no. 754187 and 7541588) fluid connector.
While this tool was designed to operate with this connector specifically,
other connectors could be operated with similar type tools. The FCT layout
design is shown in drawing 300.
The design requires no modification to the male portion of the connec-
tor. However, an alignment groove must be added to the female half of the
connector. The alignment groove is incorporated by increasing the existing
1.33 inch outer body diameter by approximately 0.38 inch and machining a 0.5
inch wide radial groove into the additional material. This addition will not
affect the operation or internal configuration of the connector.
The female half of the connector is bulkhead mounted to the satellite,
and weighs 0.17 pounds. The male half of the connector weighs 0.35 pounds.
An approximately 2.25 inch locking ring is located on the male connector and
is used to both lock and release the two halves. No retaining force is
required to maintain closure once it is latched.
The Purolator connector is mated by simply pushing the two halves
together. An approximate 24 pound force is required for mating. The connec-
tor design requires close translational alignment; however, it can handle
some rotational misalignment. Demating is accomplished by pulling the lock
ring (located on the male connector) away from the bulkhead connector with
approximately II pounds of force.
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Design: The major functional components of the FCT consist of: the
front plate, the drive mounting plate, the connector housing, and the drive
components. The connector housing translates between the front and drive
mounting plate along a pair of ball screws to provide the mate and demate
forces.
The front plate is notched to match the female collector alignment
groove (discussed above), and dimensioned to a close tolerance of their final
position. The notch is tapered to assist in interfacing the tool and the
connector, and has an integral sensor at the top of the notch to indicate
proper positioning. The front plate notch and connector alignment groove
also provide the necessary reaction force for connector mating and demating.
The drive mounting plate is tied to the front plate by the ball screws
and also by a pair of guide rods. The drive mounting plate provides the
interface to the manipulator and houses the tool drive components.
The ball screws are coupled with a chain and sprocket arrangement to
ensure coordinated operation, and are powered by a small dc motor and inte-
gral gearhead (485:1 reduction ratio). The drive components are designed to
supply a linear force of approximately 75 pounds to mate and demate the
connectors. The total time to traverse the approximately I inch travel will
be 21 seconds. Limit switches are provided to control the overall travel
(further discussed in Section 4.4.5). An additional sensor is provided to
ensure proper alignment to the female bulkhead connector.
The present design has the male half of the connector permanently
mounted to the connector housing. An alternative design (as shown in the
Task Two Fluid Connector Concept Drawing) would be to have the FCT capable of
releasing and grasping the male half of the connector. The alternative
design would be more versatile, as a separate FCT tool would not be required
for each umbilical. However, the alternative design would require an addi-
tional alignment mechanism and would thus be more complex and expensive. The
present design was chosen as being the more reliable system.
In operation, the manipulator would position the front plate of the FCT
into the bulkhead connector alignment groove. The alignment sensor would
indicate correct positioning. The tool drive motor could then be activated
to mate the connector, with limit switches or other sensors used to stop the
motor at the end of travel. The manipulator would have to release the entire
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FTC if required for other operations prior to demating. The demating process
would be the reverse of that described above.
4.4.3.2 Applicable to Fairchild Fluid Connector
Background: The FCT was designed to demonstrate remote mating and
demating of the Fairchild (part no. 76300000) fluid connector. The Fairchild
connector requires a mating closing force (measured) of 42 pounds which must
be maintained by the FCT during fluid operations. Unlike the Purolator
coupling, there is no force required to demate the coupling halves. The male
half of the fluid coupling which is attached to the FCT is I.I pounds. The
female mating half of the connectors is bulkhead mounted to the satellite and
weighs approximately 3.5 pounds, which includes the weight of the connector
mounting flange plus the inclined ramp mechanism.
The design requires no external power, (no drive mechanisms/motors,
etc.) and depends only upon positioning/aligning the fluid connector mating
halves by manipulating the PFMA into position, and then wrist roll to engage
and pull together the connector halves.
The mechanism consists of rollers on an inclined plane that translates
rotational movement to axial force to complete the coupling. The fluid
connector tool was fabricated and demonstration tests with the PFMA were
successfully performed during this reporting period.
The actual force moment {torque) in the wrist roll mode of the PFMA
required to pull the connector mating halves together was measured to be 2.0
ft-lbs. The angle of the inclined ramp (plane) is II ° from the horizontal.
4.4.4 Storage Concepts
Background: A multiple tool system requires a storage system to hold
the tools which are not being used. This storage system must be designed so
that the tools are readily accessible to the manipulator while under teleop-
erated or computer control while in the remote working area. The tool
storage system must firmly hold the tools to prohibit their loss during the
manipulator operations and during all mission phases including launch and
ascent. It must also allow relatively easy insertion and extraction of the
tools from the holder.
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The design requirements for launch and on-orbit operations will differ
greatly, and may not be compatible. For instance, the manipulator may not
have the strength to remove a tool if it is held sufficiently rigid to comply
with launch requirements. It is anticipated that separate systems will be
required for tool holding in these two different conditions.
Design: Each tool (see drawing 500) will be stored in an individual bin
that is attached to a bolt-on framework. An advantage to this type of
bolt-on, individual bin storage system is that only the specific tools
required for a given mission would be carried, thus greatly saving space and
weight. In addition, those tools most frequently used for a given mission
would be advantageously placed for easy manipulator access. As additional
tools are developed for the manipulator system, individual bins would be
designed and fabricated rather than redesigning the entire storage system.
A stiff brush material has been considered as a means of providing a
firm hold on the tools while still allowing relatively easy manipulator
access for operations on-orbit. The brushes would be positioned around the
inside perimeter of the tool storage box, and would conform to the shape of
the tool to assist in holding it while also centering the tool in the storage
This type of a system is shown in drawings 501 and 502 for the FCT andbin.
RPT.
Possible methods for accommodating launch loads would be to utilize
positive lock mechanisms which could be actuated either by individual motors
located on each storage bin or by the manipulator end effector. The complex-
ity of such a system would be great as redundancy would have to be built into
the mechanism.
An alternative method, which is recommended if mission logistics allow,
would be to incorporate a support cover over the entire tool storage bin.
The cover would be designed to assist in rigidly holding the tools, and would
be installed prior to each launch. After arriving at an intermediate
on-orbit location, such as the Space Station, the cover could be manually
removed to provide easy manipulator access.
A passive system could also be included to assist in holding the tools
during the subsequent orbital transfer. With this system, the tool storage
bin would be positioned so that the major loads on the tools would force them
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down into the bottom of the bin rather than from side-to-side. With this
type of system, the tool could be positively held in only one position, and
held less rigidly by the brushes in the other directions.
In addition to the storage bins for the FCT and RPT, an additional
storage mechanism is required for the interchangeable collets. The collet
holder (shown in drawing 106) is made of four retaining springs which hold
the collet in position. An internal hex head and allen head are used to keep
the collets from spinning during installation and removal. The alignment
device is required to line up the collet groove with the anti-rotation pins
located on the Fastener Gripping Mechanism. The actual tool storage designs
selected for fabrication were position locking devices for each tool as
described in Section 5.2.
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4.4.5 Controls
A simple circuit to control the tool motors (excluding the main RPT
drive motor) is shown in Table 5. This circuit is adequate for each of the
three motors. However, it is not suitable for altitudes above approximately
50,000 feet due to arcing considerations. This means that a different
circuit will be needed when the motors are to be used in space. Table 6
shows a block diagram of a proposed control arrangement for use in space.
In the circuit of Table 5, it has been assumed that control for the
motor is to be manual. Thus a double pole, double throw switch is shown for
turning the motor on and selecting the direction of operation. The circuit
is simple, and if point-to-point wiring is used, only three wires need be
brought for the motor/limit switch area. Subminiature switches are specified
for shutting off the motor when the limits of the slide travel have been
reached. It is recommended that the limit switch used for this application
be a ISXI-T manufactured by Micro Switch Division of Honeywell Corporation.
This switch will safely handle the inductive loads imposed by the motors. A
wire size for the motor circuit should be selected on the basis of ease of
handling and mechanical strength. Electrical requirements can be handled by
any wire that is 30 gauge or larger.
No limit switches are needed in the circuit of Table 6 because the motor
is shut off anytime the motor current exceeds a set limit. This circuit will
not only control the motor when the slide reaches the end of its travel but
m
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will also stop the motor should the slide meet excessive resistance anywhere
in its travel. It should be noted, however, that this circuit assumes that
the end of the slide travel is characterized by a hard stop.
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The comparator in the circuit continually monitors the motor current and
sends a signal to a flip-flop should the current exceed a certain amount.
When activated, the flip-flop turns off a solid state switch (SSS). With the
solid state switch off, the current to the motor is interrupted and the motor
stops. The delay element in the circuit is intended to allow the motor to
come up far enough in speed so that the starting current is below the trip
point set at the comparator. The delay element would be set to a time close
to the time constant for the motor in the circuit. In the motor circuit the
solid state switch is probably no more than a transistor with diode
protection. Again, in this circuit, it has been assumed that control for the
motor is to be manual and a double pole, double throw switch has been
indicated for power and direction control Resistor R1 is low resistance and
will not influence the motor characteristics. Overall, the motor control
circuit need not be complex.
TABLE 5. LIMIT SWITCH MOTOR CONTROL TABLE 6. CURRENT LIMITING MOTOR
CONTROL
u
= _M.C,
L.z--
n
DPDT switch
-- 4-
--? CompQrmtor ] ....
DPDT swi±ch
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5.0 TOOLS DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION
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5.1 Tool Design
Final tool design and manufacturing
Technology of the following:
drawings were prepared by New
o Rotary Power Tool
o Fairchild Fluid Connector Tool
o Purolator Fluid Connector Tool
o Self Aligning Standard Electrical Interface
o PFMA End Effector Standard Mechanical Interface
The rotary power tool was developed from the Battelle concept discussed
previously in Section 3.3.3. Final design is shown in the attached drawings
NT-RT-30-O01 through NT-RT-30-OI3.
The Fairchild and Purolator fluid connector tools are shown in drawings
NT-RT-20-O01 through NT-RT-20-O02 and NT-RT-IO-O01 through NT-RT-IO-O02,
respectively. Both the Fairchild and Purolator connector tools were
developed from the New Technology concept described in Section 3.3.2.
A Standard Electrical Interface (SEI) mechanism for transfer of power
from the PFMA to tools or devices requiring external power was developed from
a New Technology concept that is self aligning as the PFMA end effector mates
with the Standard Mechanical Interface (SMI) tool base (Drawing NT-RT-30-O05
and NT-RT-30-O07). The female receptacle is PFMA wrist mounted while the
male probe is an integral part of the power tool or may be mounted separately
on the SMI. The electric drive motors are required.
The SMI, as shown on drawing NT-RT-40-O0], is very similar to the
customer furnished design with slight modifications to reduce weight and the
addition of upper and lower guide flanges to aid in alignment with the end
effector.
5.2 Tool Storage Rack Design
A tool storage rack was designed to accommodate functional demonstration
of the PFMA's capabilities with the entire tool set. After evaluation of
each tool, storage design concepts, and existing equipment at the PFMA
facility, a storage system was designed to make each tool easily accessible
B
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to the PFMA during task function operations while providing firm locking
receptacles for each tool. These receptacles provide convenient insertion
and extraction by the PFMA. Holding forces are provided by friction,
springs, and ball locks without relying on gravity for tool retention.
Drawings NT-RT-50-O01 through NT-RT-50-010 illustrate the storage rack
components listed below.
Storage Rack Components
o Rotary Power Tool Storage Fixture
o Torque Adjustment Fixture
o Collet/Fastener Fixture
o Service Module/Receptacle (with bolting flange)
o Fairchild Fluid Coupler Holder (with low pressure air supply and guage)
o Purolator Fluid Coupler Holder (with high pressure air supply and guage)
5.3 Tools/Storage Rack Construction
1
J
P
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5.3.1 Tools Fabrication
All tools and components were manufactured and/or assembled at the New
Technology Prototype Engineering Machine Shop. Material and components
selection was based on the functional requirements and capabilities of the
PFMA as well as applicability to flight hardware for possible future use in
the space environment.
5.3.2 Storage Rack Construction
The construction, materials, and location of components of the Storage
Rack were dictated by the requirements for durability, simplicity, and ease
of operation during demonstration of the PFMA facility. The rack is a basic
box structure with all tool storage receptacles located on a single vertical
face. Appropriate spacing and alignment margins are provided to aid the PFMA
operator when removing or replacing the tools, fasteners, etc. With minor
hardware modifications and strategies orientation of the components relative
to the launch loads, the storage rack could be adapted for flight use.
E
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5.4 Fit/Function Verification
Fit of all tool parts was verified during assembly and operational
function was tested.
Fit of tools to storage rack and simulation board was verified.
It was verified that the rotary power tool can be picked up by the end
effector, connect itself electrically, connect to a chosen collet, grip a
chosen fastener, rotate forward and reverse at varying speeds, release the
fastener, and disconnect from the collet.
Both fluid connectors have been verified to be capable, while being
grippled by the PFMA end effector, of easily mating, locking, and demating
its appropriate fluid connector using approximately 2 ft/Ibs of PFMA wrist
roll torque.
i
E
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6.0 TOOL FUNCTION SIMULATOR
= =
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The following sections describe the simulation requirements, design and
construction, and functional testing of the tool functional simulator (task
board).
m
m
W
w
6.1 Simulation Requirements
The task board is designed to require specific tool operations similar
to those required to perform maintenance services typical of those determined
to be of highest priority in Task I. Since unplanned maintenance may involve
removal of spacecraft panels and/or inspection covers, and the removal of
components held by threaded fasteners, the task board includes a test panel
held in place by threaded fasteners that must be removed before the test
panel can be removed or replaced. In this case the PFMA and storage rack
simulates the servicing craft and the task board simulates the craft needing
maintenance. Removing and storing the fasteners, and removing the test panel
from the task board to the storage rack simulates the required operations
using the rotary power tool and the PFMA.
Fluid transfer was also determined to be a high priority servicing
requirement in Task I. This operation is simulated with PFMA and the fluid
connect/disconnect tools. Two types of fluid connectors can be mated/demated
and the operation is similar for each. As before, the storage rack simulates
the servicing craft, and the task board simulates the craft needing service.
The PFMA picks up the fluid connect/disconnect tool, which is integrated with
the servicing half of the fluid connector, and mates it with the spacecraft
half to simulate an in orbit fluid umbilical connection. Disconnection and
storage is done in the reverse order. The task board and storage rack must
have clearly visible alignment marks to aid the operator in aligning the
mating halves and in determining the correct rotation to assure the halves
have been properly connected.
6.2 Simulator Design
The simulator design included components for demonstration of all tools
delivered plus a simulated module exchange function. Both the Fairchild and
Purolator fluid couplers are incorporated with gas/fluid storage and gauges.
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The rotary power tool is demonstrated with two different fastener sizes and
types as an integral requirement of simulated module removal and replacement.
6.3 Simulator Construction
Based on existing task board construction and definition of simulator
requirements, a modular task simulator was constructed. A basic box
structure was built with all task functions performed on a front vertical
face and other components such as gas/fluid piping contained within the
structure with door access from the rear. The task simulator model is
mounted adjacent to the tools storage rack with attachment hardware which
allows convenient removal from any appropriate location or orientation for
variation of PFMA demonstration schemes.
6.4 Functional Testing
Fit and function verification testing was performed utilizing all the
servicing tools and equipment with the task simulator before and after
delivery and installation at the PFMA facility.
b
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7.0 EVALUATION/DEMONSTRATION PLAN
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The following plan is designed to demonstrate the capabilities of the
tool set provided as part of this contract.
7.1 Test Objectives/Requirements
The objectives of this demonstration are to demonstrate tool capability
to perform functions/tasks representative of tasks required for spacecraft
on-orbit maintenance and/or servicing. Fluid transfer from one spacecraft to
another via teleoperator will be demonstrated by the fluid connector tools
for both the Purolator and Fairchild connectors. The remote manipulator will
perform all operations anticipated for demating and mating these types of
fluid connectors. These operations utilize a simulation of flight-type
hardware mounted on a task board that interfaces with the remote manipulator
(PFMA) standard gripper mechanism and the end effector tool.
The rotary power tool with interchangeable collets will demonstrate the
removal and installation of hex head and socket head type fasteners. These
operations simulate typical tasks required for scheduled and unscheduled
on-orbit maintenance of spacecraft. The objective is to demonstrate the
remote installation and removal of these fasteners without losing control
(i.e., dropping the fastener) or cross threading the fastener. These opera-
tions also require a task board to simulate flight-type operations. All
tools require a tool and parts storage system which is part of the hardware
that was delivered.
7.2 Functions/Operations Descriptions
Tool Set
The tool set provided for demonstration purposes consists of the
Fairchild Fluid Coupling Tool, the Purolator Fluid Coupling Tool, and the
Rotary Power Tool, including interchangable collets. The collets accommodate
both 1/4-28 hex head fasteners and #10-32 socket head cap screws. Both
fastener types can be demonstrated.
n
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Stowage Mechanism
Individual stowage mechanisms are provided for the rotary power tool and
two collets, for the Fairchild fluid connector, and for the Purolator fluid
connector. A stowage system is also provided for fasteners, both used and
spares. These stowage mechanisms are of prototype design, and with minor
redesign, could be expected to sustain shuttle flight loads. The tool
stowage mechanisms are mounted on a separate board, adjacent to the
demonstration task board, simulating transfer of tools from stowage on a
remote manipulator spacecraft module to a spacecraft being serviced.
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Task Board
The task board was constructed and mounted to the basic structure of an
existing MSFC task board. The task board includes the female mating halves
of the two fluid coupling mechanisms, and a test module (TM) which allows the
demonstration of removal and installation of fasteners, which is typical of
operations used in removing access panels, and/or components of spacecraft
requiring service.
A pneumatic source is provided to demonstrate fluid transfer through the
mated connectors. The test module consists of a sheet metal panel with box
attached, typical of a spacecraft orbital replacement unit (ORU). The panel
is equipped with two 1/4-28 hex head screws, and two #10-32 socket head cap
screws, that must be removed in order to remove the panel from the task
board. A cavity in the test board provides structural mounting for the TM.
Nut plates allow fastening of the panel to the task board with the threaded
fasteners. A standard interface handle is fastened to the front of the panel
for interfacing with the PFMA intermeshing jaws.
Demonstration of Rotary Power Tool
The following operations demonstrate typical operations encountered in
on-orbit removal/replacement of ORU's, access panels, and/or inspection
panels. These are typical tasks required for scheduled and/or unscheduled
on-orbit maintenance of spacecraft. These operations demonstrate the
capability of performing these tasks with a remotely operated robotic arm
equipped with special end effector tools. Specifically this operation will
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demonstrate the removal of two 1/4" hex head screws, and two #10 allen head
cap screws, storage of the fasteners, removal of the test module, and storage
of the test module at the servicing station. Specific operations are as
follows:
- The PFMA retrieves the rotary power tool from the storage bin - verifies
the electrical connection and adjusts the torque.
- The PFMA translates the rotary power tool to collet storage, and
retrieves a I/4" collet.
- The PFMA translates the rotary power tool with collet to the test
module, removes 1/4" screws and stores each screw at the servicing
station, then stores the I/4" collet.
- The PFMA translates the rotary power tool to collet storage and repeats
the operation for removal of the #I0 screws from the test module,
storing each screw and storing the collet at the servicing station.
- The PFMA returns the rotary power tool to storage.
- The PFMA translates to the test module, removes the test module,
translates to the servicing station, and stores the test module.
- To install the test module, a reverse of the above sequence would be
performed.
Demonstration of Fluid Connect/Disconnect Tools
The following operations demonstrate the capability of the PFMA and end
effector tool to transfer fluid from one station to the other simulating the
remote operations involved in transfer of fluids from one spacecraft to the
other. These operations are typical of those that would involve transfer
asThe specific operations demonstrated arethrough fluid umbilicals.
follows:
The PFMA retrieves the fluid connect/disconnect tool from storage.
The tool is transferred to the task board and mates the fluid connector
halves.
The connection is verified by reading the pressure gauge.
The PFMA returns the tool to storage.
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DC MicroMotors Series
• 1-oz.-in Stall Torque
• Samarium Cobalt Magnet
• Fits Our 15/5 Series Heavy Duty Gearhead
• Platinum Brushes Standard
Continuous Duly Ratings'")
Speeds up to 12,000 RPM
Torque up to .35 oz-in.
Output Power up to 2 Watts
Electrical Specifications-
For Model 1331T
Nominal Voltage nora. (Volts}
Armature Resistance (Ohm) ± 12%
Max. Power Output (Wattsl cz)
Max. Efficiency (%)(21
_o Load Speed (RPM} ± IZ_{ =l
No Load Current (mR} ± 50% (z|
Friction Torque (@ No Load Speedl (oz.-in.)
Velocity Constant (RPM/Volt|
Torque Constant (oz.-in/Amp)
Armature Inductance (mH)
Back EMF Constant (mV/RPM)
Stall Torque (oz.-in.)_2l
1331
72"F (22" C), s___s 012___s.s
4.5 6 12
2.2 3.6 13.3
2.3 2.5 2,7
73 73 72
i_.7oo _2.ooo 12.ooo
43 _ 21
.021 .023 .028
2.656 2.043 1.024
.51 .66 1.32
.04 .08 .3
,377 .490 .977
1.02 1.08 1.16
024S
m
24
55
2.6
72
12.000
10
.027
512
2.64
1.1
1.954
1.12
Mechanical Specifications:
Mechanical Time Constant (mS)(21
Armature Inertia (xl0 "40z.-in.-SeC = )
Radial Acceleration (x 103 Rid/Sic 2 ) (zl
8earing Play (mealured at 8earing)
Radial
Axial
Thermal Resistances ('F/W)
Rotor to Case
Case to Ambient
Max. Shaft Loading (oz.)(41
Radial ((_ 3000 RPM}
Axial (Standing Still)
Weight (oz.)
Rotor Temperature Range
;pecial High Temperature Rotor
9 9 9 9
.075 .078 .084 .071
136 139 139 139
Less than .03 mm (.OO12"')
Less than 2 mm (.oo7g °')
6 6 6 6
43 43 43 43
3.58 All Types
35.8 All Types
.71 All Types
Std. -22°F to 2120F
--67"F to 257"F
(I) Life Ezp_N.-tancy Greaser Than t.O00 Hrs. if these Ratir_is ire Observed Rsti_is ere Presentt¢l I_<lllxndent of Each Other.
(2) $1>ecifted iS Nominal SuPOIy Voltqe.
()| Specified with Shift Oi_eter " 1.5 _ It No-Load SO°eel.
(41 0IirlN L|fe _.xpectlnCy Greater Thin 1.000 Hrs, if Loadintl Oltl is Oblerwd.
IS| Oirection of Rotation is Reversible i_<l Clockw_tI el inn from Shift End If Red Lea</ or Solder Tab Mlrked * it Connected to
Pos;tivt S;clI of Voltage Sul)_ly.
-- Sp4cificationl $ubieCt tO Chan_ --
DC MicroMolors Series 1331
ORIC_!IqAL PAGE IS
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Dimensional Oullines:
,,,_.o*-_ ,_2.e ,64_ ._.s_ )._ _o.6 18 ,_.s:_ 06.o_ .r_o,, le. ,0.6 _.e
I _ I ,:c, r
1 ill '
2., _11_'4
312 ! 8 I-.DH
1331 T... 1331T... 67
Dimerises are given in ram. (in)
OidTl_'_lliO_Swi_ nO tolerance ind_llled
Ire II follows:
For Dirnens_ns: Tolerance
Less ;hart o_ equal io 6 ram. _:.I ram. (.0039")
less than o_ equal to 30 ram. _- .2 _. (.0079")
Less lhan o_ equal IO 120 ram. 1:.3 rnn_ (0118"}
Ordering Information-
Exlmple: To Order a 6 Volt. 1331 Motor intended to fit our 1515 Gearhezds. specify:
MotocOiemeteir , Motor _jf_
_to( Le_t_ II
Outl_t SI'_I Confi_urali_:,
E -- Pinion for 1SIS Gearheads
(9 Teelh. MeU_ Module - .2 ram.
Modified Involute. DIN .58400.
Pressure Angle -- 20")
l _ DesiredGear Ratio
Gearhead Type.
Sl:)ecial Order Numbers (where aoplK:able)
Commutator Plating Material:
S - Silver, G - Gold
T - 1.5 ram. Oiam. x 6 ram. Shaft End Nominal Voltage
Micro IVIo ELECTRONICS INC.
742 Second Avenue S. / SI. Petersburg. Florida 33701 / Phone: flt31822-2529 / Telex: 807-982
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Gearhead Series 15/5 and 16/5
• For Motor Type 1331, 1516. 1524. 1616 and 1624
• 3 mm Output Shaft
• 2 Pro-Loaded Ball Bearings (Standard)
• 42.6 oz.in Max Output Torque
• Continuous Output Torque 14.2 oz.in
• Zero Backlash Version Available
Maximum Ratings:
Shaft Loading: Dynamic: Radial 89.9 oz max,
Axial 18.0 oz max.
Static: Radial 89.9 oz max.
Maximum Push-On Pressure: 18.0 oz
Shaft Play: Eliminated by preloaded bearings
Backlash: 3 ° max (0°version available) t_'* '"I ! l'slk$
I 2 3
reduction woighl ler_th -
ralio withO_ wilhOut
moIO¢ motor
I)
g
6.3:1 17
11.8:1 17
22 :1 10
41 :1 10
76 :1 19
141 :1 19
262_ ;I 20
485 :1
900 ,I
1670 :1
3101 ;I
5752 :1
683 :1
• 13 ;I
:36796 :1
68245 :1
1_741 :I
2350(j7 :1
1) I:)y St,et_lard luO¢icalion
2) al 30 % nominal torque
L2 L2
o,II ff_?t in
0.53 27.0 1.094
0.53 27.8 1.094
0.56 29.9 1.177
0.56 29,9 1,177
0.61 32.0 1.260
0.61 32,0 1.260
0 _7 34 1 1 '14_
L
lenglh with
motors
1516 E ....
1616 E ....
LI LI
tTItTI _'1
29.1 1.146
29.1 1.146
32.8 1.291
32.8 1,291
34.9 1,347
34.9 1.374
_7 13 I 457
length wilh
motors
1524 E ....
1624 E .....
8.52 2000 28.4
83
83
75
75
68
68
61
61
54
54
49
49
44
44
40
40
39
39
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DC MicroMotors Series 1624
• .6 oz-in. Typ. Stall Torque in a 16 mm Diameter Motor Package.
= Fits Our Slip-On Gearhead Series 16/1 (Plastic Case, Ratios 11.8:1 to 5752:11
16/2 (Metal Case, Ratios 3.45:1 to 235,067:1)
16/3 (Metal Case, Ratios 6.3:1 to 235,067:1)
16/5 (Metal Case, Ratios 6.3:1 to 235,067:1)
• Available with Integral Optical Rate Encoders (15 Pulses per Revolution)
• Available in 3.6. 12 and 24 Volt Types.
Continuous Duty Ratings:"'
Speeds up to 12.000 RPM
Torque up |o .2! oz-in
Output Power up to .9 Watts
Electrical Specifications:
For Motor Type 1624 E
Supply Voltage nora. (Volts)
Armature Resistance (Ohm) ± 12%
Max. Power Output (Watts) t='
Max. Efficiency (%)'_'
No Load Speed (RPM) ± t 2%m
No Load Current (mA) _- 50% °'
Fdction Torque (@ No Load Speed) (oz-in)
Stall Torque (oz-in) e=
Velocity Constant (RPMNolt)
Back EMF Constant (mV/RPM)
Torque Constant (oz-,n/Amp)
Armature Inductance (mH)
°F (22°CI003S 012S 024S
3 12 24
1.6 8.6 24 75
1.41 1.05 1.50 1.92
76 72 74 74
12.000 10.600 !3.000 14.400
30 J.E to 6
.010 .011 .013 .013
.613 .S tO .600 .694
4.065 t.8o8 1. lo5 6 t 1
.246 .553 .905 1.635
.333 .748 1.223 2.2 t 2
.o85 .2o .75 3.00
Mechanical Specifications:
Mechanical Time Constant (mS) "_
Armature Inertia (xt0"" oz-in-Sec z)
Radial Acceleration (x 10'RadlSecZ) m
Bearing Play (measured at Bearing)
Radial
Axial
Thermal Resistances ('F/W)
Rotor to Case
Case to Ambient
Max. Shaft Loading (oz) "j
Radial (@ 3.000 RPM)
Axial (Standing Still)
Weight (oz)
tg 16 19 24
.111 .071 .082 .09t
66.1 69.4 71.6 62.8
LessThan .03 mm (.0Or2")
LessThan .2 mm (.0079")
8 9 9 8
43 54 47 47
4.3 All Types
72 All Types
.75 All Types
-22°F to +150"FRolor Temperature Range
(Soecial Models for -67"F Io +257"F Available on Request)
Oirection of Rotation i$ Reversible and Clockwise as Seen From Shall End if Red Lead or Solder Tat) Marked + ,s
Connected to Positive Side of Voltage Suo01y
st) L,fe EzDeclancyGlealer Than I.O00 HrS.,f these Rll,ngs a,e Ooserved.Rat¢'_Osa,e P,esenledIn_e(>enOenlot Each Othe,
(2| SI3ec,hed at Notarial SuOl:)ly VotlaOe.
(3) Sl_4_Ct|_l w(_ ,e#_a|l OMI/'f_ler - I S men AI NO-LOad S¢>eed,
(4) 8eat,t_gL,/e E,,De¢lancyG,ealer 1"hart1.000HtS d Loao_ Oala ,s Oo$ecved.
- SDec*hcaoontSublet! to Change -
i
DC MicroMotors Series 1624
ORIGINAI_ P._CE IS
OF POOR QU.kLITY
Dimensional Outlines:
o13 ela - 0043 olS.S e,4-O 05
t $t_l t 63Ol I 4_21 t _'361
It'?,,
, ]-,gt
": Motor 1624 E...S
elS.dl
t 6,72l
1
tOOT)
2.1
i,OO3) ""
Motor 1624 T...S
Dimensions are given in ram. (in)
O,;n'-.ees_ons with no toleranCe ;r_d;cated
are as follOws:
For Oimensions: Tolerance
Less than U equal to 6 mm. .¢.1 ram. (.0039")
Less than or equal to 30ram. _:.2 ram. Co07g")
Less lhan or eClual |o 120 ram. • _ mn_ (.0118")
e4 -O.0OS *'t.S
t 2'341 ( o3o1
-O.OG4
*l.S -0.004
( 059t
(
I
I
i
t
t
! I
"c.=,ll
4:1:0.3
(234)
_'l pile .
t$
i /
Rear View (OO0o¢_I Leads)
/* 1.3. ) o-.o,_ HI.6
Ordering Information:
Exam_e: To Ocder • 6 Volt. 1624 Motor intended to lit out 16/2 Gearheads. specify:.
Motor Oiameter Motor _4jI,Oq¢oqLength
Oumut Shaft Ce_iguration:-
E - Pinion for i6/1.2. 3. 5 Gearheads
(9 Teeth. Metric ModUle = .2 ram.
Modified Involute
Pressure Angle = 20" }
+
/'l I --Desired Gear Ratio
|/ L---_Gearhead Type. For 1624 Motor// Gearhead Serie_ 16/I. 16/2. 16/3 & 16/5
J l are applicable
J _'- -- -Special Order Numbefs (where applicable)
'_--Commutator Platin_ Material:
S - Silver. G - Gold
T = 1.5 mm. Diam. x 6 mm Shaft End Nominal Voltage
S4!ties 1624 is Available with 5.9" Long Leads Instead of Sotder Tabs. Specify LeUer "1." in Special Orcler Numbers
SIaL
Micro Mo ELECTRONICS INC.
742 Second Avenue S. / SI. Petersburg. Florida 33701 / Phone: 813/822-2529 / Telex: 807-982
MME.2045K
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Gearhead Series 15/3 and 15/3 K (Formerly 05/3)
16/____33and 16/3 K (Formerly 05/30)
• Fits Motor Series 1SI6E . .. (Formerly 0S0/0...I. 1616E .... 1524E ... (Formerly 25010 ...}
and 1524E ....
• Case Material: Brass Alloy.
• 15/3K and 16/3K Contains Ball Instead of Sintered Bearings. _ _-I
Maximum Ratings: _._'@_'i_;"
Temperature Range: -22"F to +ISOIF (-30"C to +65"6) 1.
Special Models: -67"F to +257" F (-55"C to +125'C) ¢
Shaft Loading: Radial 4.7 oz. (1.3N) Axial 7.2 oz. (2N|
Press-Fit Force: 108 oz. (30NI _ _,.j
Bearing Play: Radial .0012 in. (.03 ram}. Axial .008 in. (.2 mm| - ..'0_ -
Set_es 1513 ar,;J tG/3
GeameaGs Fronl VRw
(Ti0htef Tolerances Available on Requestl
Backlash: 5.4*
Continuous Torque Output: Oegends on Ratio.
Intermittent Torque Output. 14.2 oz.in. (.tNm) :*_","
!
Dimensional Outlines:
O_mens0orts ate gNen .'1 mm tan )
O,meas,oas w,th nO Iolerance irritated
are as Io_Lows:
For O,mens0ons: Tolerat_e
Less than or equal 1o IS mm. =.1 mm (.0039") = L=_, _
Less man oq equal 1o 30 ram. := 2 mm (0079"1
Lest than Of e_al to 120 ram. =.3ram. (.0118")
1
ji41r
F_,tlo
6.3 :1
It,B :1
22 :t
41 :l
76 :1
141 :t
3-sT--- R -
485 :1
90Q :(
1670 :1
3101 :1
5752 :1
10C_3 :1
19013 :1
3679'_ :1
68245 :1
126741:1
23S067:1
2 3 ;4
Weight Length Length With
Without Without MOtOr 1518E..
Moto¢ MOtor or 1616E ...
L2 L2 Lt " LI
| oz. nv_ in n_ in
1.2_1
1.291
1.374
1,374
1.457
1.457
1.539
1,539
1.622
1.622
1.705
1.705
Length With Mix. Continuous
Motor 1524E. Outy Torque
o4"1624E... Output
L1 Lt
rnnl In Nmt 0-4 oz4n.
6" 7
Rotation E ffk:ienc,
Direction
R-CW
t.-CCW %
R 81
R 81
t. 73
L 73
R 66
R 66
L. 59
L 59
R 53
R 53
L 48
L 48
R 43
R 43
L 39
L 39
R 3S
R 35
"R ° Clockwile. L ° Counte_clockw{14 Iol Viewed from Shift End with Drivir_ll Motor Turning Clockwise.
-Specifications Subject to Change --
Micro IVIo ELECTRONICS INC.
742 Second Avenue S / SI Petersburg. Florida 33701 I Phone: 813/822-2529 I Telex: 807-982
MME.204SK LIT0-_) US A.
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DC MicroMotors Series 1212
• Our Smallest Motor: Only 12 mm Long with 12 mm Diameter.
• Fits Screw-On Gearhead Series 12/2 and 12/3 High Torque
(Ratios from 9:1"to 154368:1 )
• Available in 1.8, 2.7, 4 and 6 Volt Types.
Continuous Duty Ratings:'"
Speeds up to 15.000 RPM
Torque up to .014 oz-in
Output Power up to .1 Watts
Electrical Specifications:
For Motor Ty_e 1212E
(Formerly Type 060/...)
Supply Voltage nora. (Volts)
Armature Resistance (Ohm) -t-12%
Max. Power Output (Watts) ¢=_
Max. Efficiency (%)")
NO Lbad Speed (RPM) :1:12% m
No Load Current (mA) ± 50% m
Friction Torque (@ No Load Speed) (oz-in)
Stall Torque (oz-in)m
Velocity Constant (RPVNolU
Back EMF Constant (mVRIPM)
Torque Constant (oz-in/Amp)
Armature Inductance (mH)
@ 72"F (22"C)
01.8G 02.7G 004G
1.8 2.7 4
6 12 20
.14 .15 .20
51 50
18000 17300 20300
24 17 16
.0O3 .0O3 .004
.034 .041 .045
10870 693.1 5516
.092 .144 .181
.125 .196 .245
.03 .1 .18
6
79
.11
43
17400
8
.003
.028
3241
.309
.418
1.6
L
Mechanical Specifications:
Mechanical r=ne Constant (mS) m
Armature Inertia (x10" oz-in-Sec =)
Radial Acceleration (x 10= RadlSect) m
Bearing Play (measured at Bearing)
Radial
Axial
Thermal Resistances ('F/W)
Rotor to Case
Case to Ambient
Max. Shaft Loading (oz) m
Radial (O 3.000 RPM)
Axial (Standing Still)
Weight (oz)
Rotor Temperature Range
140 100 75 115
.026 .023 .016 .019
13.5 18.1 28.3 15.8
Less Than .03 mrn (.0O12"')
LessThan .2 mm (.0O79"')
54 All Types
108 All Types
1.8 All Types
72 All Types
.23 All Types
-22=F to +150•F
(Special Models for -67"F to +257"F Available on Request)
Direction of Rotation is Reversible and Clockwise as Seen From Shaft End if Red Lead or Solder Tab Marked + is
Cormected to Positive Side of Voltage Supply
(1) Life E.xpectahcy Gte,=lerThan lJ000Has.it TheseRslingsere Obsented.Ra|_gs are PresentedIndepen<Jcm,of Each Other.
(2) ,_OcK:ifiedat NominalSuDI_f Voltage.
(3) SDeC/fiedwith ShaftOiamelet - .8 ram.AI No-LoadS{_ed.
(4) Be=sing Life ExDectanty Gf,atef Th,n t.O00H,S.it Loading O,ta is OOse_,ed.
-- Sl:_lcif_calionsSublets to Change --
DC MicroMotors Series 1212
DKTG_AL PA-G_ IS
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Dimensional Outlines"
12,o"' _ 6-o"+a
IctN I 1)4£I
; M5.5, O.S
r,, lil
" _ " ,.--_.l_--'",,
19 . *
a_" 12.2
It_l I._|1
M,OI_ 1212 E...
Mounting Plate
Ordering Information:
.6.oo,* M5.5,0.5
e !.5_o o5
t.?_._ Lo_.__
S.eS
¢ HI
Molo( 1212 N ...
Oomens0Ons ate gwen in am. (in)
O.'nens_0ns with flo tolerance ,ndcated
are as Iolhows:
For O,mensions: Tolerance
Less than or equal to 6 am. -,_. v am. (.0039")
Less than or equal to 30 am. z .2 mm. (.0079")
Less than o_ equal Io 120 am, _.3 am. COt 18")
6.7
i _K)I
0
Lead Contluri t_rl
Example: To Order a 6 Volt. 1212 Motor intended to Fit our 12/'3 Gearheads. specify:
M Motor +
oto_ Diameter --|J J J J _ _'----Desii'ed Gear Ratio
MotorLengm --/ I I / _'----Geamea_ Type
Output Shah: Configuration: _ I I ' SPecial Order Numbers (wt_re iOplicable)
E - Pinion for 12/3 Gearheads, J "-'-_Brushes/Commutator Plating Material:
(9 Teeth. Metric Module .2 am. _ G - Gold.
Modified Involute) Nominal Voltage
N ,, 1.5 am. Diam. x 2.1 am. Sleeve on
0.8 am. Diam. Shaft.
Mie_rn Mo ELECTRONICS INC.
O_G_rN#J_ PA c-_ _s
OF POOR QUALt_.
MicroMo GEARHEADS
Gearhead Series 12/3 and 12/3 K
[] Fits Motor Series 1212E and 1219E
= Case Material: German Silver
• 12/3 Contains Sleeve Bearings, 12/3K Contains Preloaded Ball Bearings.
,.i-.
w
=
Maximum Ratings:
Temperature Range: -22°F to +150°F (-30°C to *65"C)
Special Models: -67°F to ÷257°F (-55°C 1o +125"C)
-Shaft Loading: Radial 10.8 oz (3N|, Axial 36 oz (t0NI
Press Fit Force: 36 oz (ION)
Bearing Play: Radial .0012 in. (.03mm|. Axial ,004 in. (. ! ram)
(Tighter Tolerances Available on Request|
Backlash: 3 ° Unloaded
Continuous Torque Output: 5.64 oz4n.
Intermittent Torque Output: 14.1 oz-in.
I.| -LOS
lip+ell
_ , ,,#°
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Gearhead 12/3 shown with 1212E Motor
Front View
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9,17 : t
20.6 : 1
46.4 : 1
104,4 : 1
235 : I
1190 :1
2677 : 1
6023 : I
13552 : I
30492 : I
68608 : I
154368 : 1
2 3 4
Weight Length Le_lth Length
Without Without With With
Motor Motor Motor 1212E Motor 1219E
L I L 1
S 6"
Maximum Rotat ion
Torque Ou flout Direction
Conti_lmS Intermittent R " CWL2
g OZ ntrn in mm in mm in"' o=-in oz.in L - CC'_/
9.1 0.321 15.5 0.610 27.7 1.091 34.2 1.346 5.54 14.1 L
10.0 0.353 17,6 0.693! 29,8 1,173 36.3 1.429 5.64 14.1 R
10,9 0.385 19.7 0.776 31.9 1.256 38.4 1.512 5.64 14.1 L
11,8 0.416 21,8 0.858 34,0 1.339 40,5 1.594 5.64 14.1 R
12,7 na4R 2_1,9 O.941 36.1 1.421 426 1.677 5_4 14 I L
5.64 14.1 R
5.64 14.1 L
5.64 14.1 R
5.64 14.1 L
5.64 14.1 R
5.64 14. I L
5.64 14.1 R
5.64 14.1 L
Effi-
ciency
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Catalog Listings
ISX1-T (MS24547-1)
and 3SX1-T
"" A_uel Sill
FEATURES
.,., These smallest available slngle-pole double-throw
snap-octlon switches open a new world of possibilities
for the designer of compact devices. Where switch rell-
ability, space-saving and weight.saving ore imporlant,
these switches set new standards of compactness, com-
binlng this new stool| size with ample electrical ca-
pacity.
w Not just a "shrinkage" of on existing design-;t is a
completely new concept resulting from a long period
of engineering development and laboratory testing,
:oupled with years of basic experience in precision
;witching.
Case, cover and plunger ore made of high.strength
plastic. The unique, snap-action spring is fabricated
_ of beryllium copper.
Turret-type termino!s ore used, permitting easy wiring
and strong wrap-around lead wire connections. Termi-
nals ore plated for ease of soldering.
These switches will withstand temperatures from --100"
to + 250"F.
w CONTACT ARRANGEMENT
Contact arrangement is slngle-pole double-throw.
ollowing either normally open or normally closed
_, wiring.
TWO-HOLE MOUNTING
The two mounting holes will accept No. ;) screws. One
hole is slightly elongated Io simplify positioning of
the swilch.
/"_£ T4,avlr t.
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AVAILABLE WITH SILVER OR GOLD CONTACTS
Catalog Listings 1SX1-T (MS24547.1) has silver con.
_acts, while the 3SXI-T has gold contacts. They ore
dimensionally identical.
Gold conlacts allow switching of miili-volt, m,;li-amp
dry circuits, providing contact surety and stabilized
contact resistance at low energy levels.
1SX1-T AND 3SXI-T CHARACTERISTICS
Operating For_e ...................................... 5 elL. max.
Re|e,_|e Foe¢e ......................................... I eL, m|_.
P,eteo,,,el .......................................... .020 in. m_x.
Overtrovel .......................................... OOJ ;n. min.
O;t'tt,tnt;o| T_av_l ................................... 005 ;_, max..
We;gkt ............................................... _/_i eL
ISXI-T ELECTRICAL RATING
(Silver Contacl_)
"28 vdc: 7 amps., resistive;
4 amps., inductive (sea level);
2.5 amps., inductive (50,000 feet);
4 ornps, motor load; 2.5 amps., lamp load;
24 omps., maximum inrush.
Undenvriters Laboratories" Listing.
" I 1S/230 voc, 60 cycles: 7 amps., resistive and in-
ductive; 15 amps., inrush.
"lo_ _,.000 opetot;on! m_;mvm
3SXI-T ELECTRICAL RATING
(Gold Contacts)
28 vdc: 2 omps., inrush.
.5 amp. inductive; 1 amp.. resistive.
O;men.;onj ,ho_n e,e re, _e|e,e_ce onl r ond o,e .vbiecv ,o cko,ge _;,hout _o0;ce. Cv,ron0 d,o_;_g, w;ll be ,vppl;ed vpon ,-qve*,.
